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WASHINGTON (AP) — around in the depressed auTreasury Secretary William E. tomobile and housing inSimon says President Ford dustries, along with depletion
of
plans a new energy con- industrial inventories, "should
servation program that "will begin to lift total production
necessarily mean a degree of ...d;r
the airrig, the second half of
personal sacrifice" by all
Americans.
Simon, in a New Orleans
Saying a fresh administration speech to the American Farm
energy-economic
strategy Bureau Federation, said Ford's
would
be
"tough, com- new economic program will put
prehensive and effective:
equal strew on anti-inflation
mon also hinted- Monday at tax measures and efforts to
fight
cuts and additional help for the the recession.
nation's unemployed. The Ford
On energy conservation, Siprogram is to be formally an- mon ruled out fuel rationing
nounced Jan. 20.
but declined to provide details
Simon- said that despite the on the program which he said
sacrifice which would be called fwoeusld require personal sacrifor under the energy con- fices.
.
servation measures, the PresiThe administration reportedly
dent "is fully confident that the is considering a plan to
disAmerican people understand courage fuel consumption
by _
this need and are prepared to raigifigThPrice of"both domesmeet it."
See Ford, Page -191
Meanwhile, Ford's chief economist, Alan Greenspan, told a
congressional panel that recovery from the current recession
will take many months and is
unlikely to reduce spiraling
unemployment any time this
year.
Greenspan, chairman of the
Plans are being made to
Council of Economic Advisers, purchase the lunch
room at
testified before the Joint Eco- Hazel for a communit
y center,
nomic" Committee that the according to
Cy Miller, head
country's jobless rate, now 7.1 of the Hazel
Citizens Comper cent, probably would climb mittee.
even higher this year.
A meeting will be held
Under questioning by the Thursday,
January 9, at seven
panel, he also said it is logical p.m. at the City
Hall at Hazel to
to assume that unemployment discuss
the plans for the purwill not be reduced much below chase.
All interested persons
6.5 per cent during 1976.
are urged to attend, Miller said.
He said an anticipated turn- said.

Hazel Citizens To
Discuss Purchase
At Thursday Meet

rubor.")

Despite the "economic slump" in the rest of the country
, major construction projects are much in evidence in Calloway
County. At upper
left is the remodeling project the First Baptist Church
has underway on
the old Swann building across from the church. Cranes
began hoisting
steel into the air at the new downtown Bank of Murray
addition this
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Burley Prices
Continue On
Downward Trend
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP 1 —
The sale of burley tobacco resumed Monday with volume 6,645,400 pounds higher than that
of Dec. 19 when the burley tobacco markets took their holiday break but the average
price per hundredweight continued to drop at 8114.53, down
$1.30 from the pre-break average.
When the markets closed for
the nearly three-weeks-long
holiday break, the per hundredweight average had dipped
to $115.83 after a season high of
$120.41 recorded
Dec. 5.
Springfield warehouses offered farmers the best price for
their tobacco with a $119.75 per
hundredweight average on 719,814 pounds of leaf.
Other top prices included
Morehead's $118.70 per hundredweight average on receipt
of 876,508 pounds and Greens.
burg's $117.74 average per hundredweight on 332,270 pounds.
The
lowest
per
hundredweight average was $96.69
received by sellers at Henderson for 36,792 pounds of toWeer%
Lexington, the state's largest
market, continued to lead in
volume with 3,624,812 pounds
and a $115.76 per hundredweigii averagL
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Weather Forecast
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ness this afternoon, cloudy with"'
a chance of rain tonight. High
this afternoon in the mid 50s,
_ low tonight in the niipos. Rain
likely Wednesday. 1Igh in the
upper 40s.

I. 6003
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0-38.75
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Variable cloudiness Thiii-iday
through Saturday with a chance
of showers FridaY and Saturday. Lows from the upper 20s
to low 30s and highs from the
upper 40s to mid 50s throughout
. the period.

D-33.00
0-32.50
0-35.50
0-31.50
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Legislative Board of Ethics
is continuing its look into conflict-of-interest allegations
against state Sen. Kelsey
Friend, D-Pikeville, but feels
its effort is being criticized unjustly.
The board will hear taperecorded interviews with
Friend and others involved in
the matter at its next meeting,
Feb. 5. Others ta .bie. interviewed include Pat Abell, the
staff member who drafted a
1974 black lung bill, and Sen.
John Chris Cornett, D-Hindman, who sponsored it.
Allegations arose against
Friend over his efforts on behalf of a 1974 let setting minimum fees for attorneys in
black lung cases. The Workmen's Compensation Board previously set minimum fees as a
matter of policy but they were
lower than the new statutory
minimums.'
Friend has received more
than 92 million in black lung
fees for each 1972 and 1973, before the new law was passed.
Most board members present
objected to editorial criticism

of.their not_talung some action
against Friend.
Some said Friend apparently
was not guilty of any illegal
conflict of interest and others
said Friend should not be presumed to have done anything
wrong until proof has been submitted.
Board Chairman Shelby
McCallum of Benton, a former
House speaker, said there was
no apparent conflict of interest
since the 1974 law pertained to
all lawyers, not just Friend.
"It's as if there were a farmer in the legislature and he
could not vote for any bill that
helped farmers," McCallum

TODAY'Er INDEX
One Section Today
Local Scene
2, 3
Dear Abby
2
Horoscopes
2
Editorials
4
Sports
6, 7
Comics, Crossword. . .1
Classifieds
8, 9
Deaths & Funerals
.10

week (upper right). The exterior of the Speech and Hearing
Center
(lower left) is nearing completion on the MSU campus
. And at lower
right, an addition to the Olympic Plaza Shopping Center
on N. 12th
Street is nearing completion.
Stati Photos by David 1441 and Dave Celava

The board also voted to nearly
The Calloway County School
Board held its first meeting of double the insurance coverage
the new year Monday night, on the Calloway County High
with two new members sworn in School, increasing it from
sant. "Then the farmers' to the board, and Ferrell Miller 1880,006--trr
'The
wouldn't be represented."
increase was made necessary
elected chairman.
Frankfort newspaper publishMiller will serve for two years
er Albert Dix appeared to as chairman. Joe Dyer, who
agree. Be read a California law was elected vice&hairman, and
which said there would be no Walter Byars were sworn in as
conflict of interest as long as newly-elected members of the
no greater benefit or detriment board.
accrued to the person involved
Final payment for the three
than to any other member of new county elementary school
his profession.
buildings
was approved,
State Sen. Kenneth Gibson, witholding
$8,440
for
D-Madisonville, also agreed. miscellaneous items
not
completely finished.
(See Ethics, Page 10)

Calloway County School Board
due to improvements made at
the scirol and to the appreciation in value of the
buildings over the past several
years.
Several personnel recom-

mendations were approved by
the board, and a request from
She Temple Hill Eastern Star
Chapter tp we the _North
Elementary School for a
meeting was approved.

Red Cross Volunteers At
Hospital Meet On Monday
The Red Cross Hospital
Volunteers met at 2:30 p. in.
Monday in the Murray'
Calloway County conference
room to fill a few vacancies and
inaugurate new policies in
reporting hours with Kathryn
Glover, chairman, presiding.
Those, now working in the
positions and the years served
are as follows:
Diet: Ann Wood and Clara

-

Starks, new volunteers; Ola
Culver — 7 years, Evanee
Hosford — 3 years.
Desk Sally Hensonyears, Ruby Harrell — 1 year,
Hazel Tarry — 1 year, Alberta
Griffith — 4 years, Mable
Gallagher — 1 year, Kathryn
Glover —7 years, Flora Ford —
I year, Betty Shepard — 2
cars, Irma LaFollette — 5
years.

CALLOWAY SCHOOL BOARD — Two newly-elected members of the Calloway County
School Board were installed at the regular monthly meeting Monday night. From left
are, new
member loe Dyer Billy Joe Stubblefield: Ferrell Miller; Lubie Parrish; and
new member Walter
Byars. Miller was elected,to serve as chairman and Dyer was chosen vice-chai
rman by the
group.
Stall Photo by Gene McCutcheon

Mall: Marge Kipp — 4 years,
Simone Taylor — 1 year, June
Lockhart — 7 years, Lilian
Graves7 years, Annabelle
Russell — 7 years.
Convalescent Ward: Clyzell
Falwell — 12 years, Frances
Whittle_ — 3 years, Ester
Sigmon — 2 years.
X-Ray: Della Taylor — 14
years, Annette Burnham — 1
year.
Suthetitutes:
Deanie
Chrisrnan — 5 years, Kathryn
Glover, Alberta Griffith, Betty

Staff Aide: Lorraine Settimo
— 2 years.
On temporary leave are:
Mary Moyer — 4 years,
Elizabeth Marshall -- 3 years.
Myrtle Jordan
5 years.
Refreshtuents were furnished—by the hospital dietary
Red Cross Hospital Volunteers are shown at a meeting held Monday at the Murray-Calloway department, to the volunteers
Jean
Blankenship;
County Hospital. Seated at information desk, Ruby Harrell, left to right, first row, Lillian Graves, and
Mimi Jordan, Irma Lafollette, Sally Henson, Hazel Garry Tarry, Deanit Chrisman, back row, 'Executive I)irector of the local
Kathryn Glover, Betty Shepard, Mable Gallagher, Marjorie Kipp, Frances Whittle, Evanee Red Cross Chapter. Juanita
Spiceland, hospital hostess, also
Hosford, Clyzell Falwell, and I orraine Settimo
Naff Photo by Dave Celava)
attended the meeting.

BOARD MEMBERS SWORN IN —Newly-elected board
members were sworn in to the Murray
Board of Education Monday afternoon. From left are Donald
Henry, Kenneth Humphreys, and
Will Ed Stokes. Both Henry and Stokes were incumben
ts. Henry was elected chairman
of the
board and Maurice Ryan was named vice-chairman.
Swearing in the new members is Miss Ruth
Lassiter.
Stall Photo byttave-Cetaya
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Bennett Home
Scene Of Hazel
Club Meeting

The M.,
Marra!
edger C 11.

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR WEDNESDAY,JANUARY 8, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find you seem to lack the initiative to
what your outlook is, according start new undertakings. If
expanding operations, however,
to the stars.
move with caution.
ARIES
CAPRICORN
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
You should delight in the (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ViO
many opportunities to better
An average day, yet some
your knowledge and un- new opportunities for furthering
derstanding now. Both will help success will be offered — some
you in making plans for the hidden, some fairly clear.
immediate present and the Listen and look carefully.
future.
AQUARIUS
TAURUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) '714
( Apr. 21 to May 21) dcr,
You will have more than a few
Under the influence of chances to display your
, strongly favorable planets, you ingenuity and enterprise now.
should be able to capitalize an But how you manage and play
your talents, increase your the game will count heavily.
holdings and win hitherto
; unattainable recognition. PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
WORK AT IT(
For your own benelft and the
, .GEMINI
May 22 to ?tine 21) nigil
l
fr edification of others, bring to
Some unusual situations light one of your lesser known
' indicated, extraordinary talents and capitalize on it. This
' persons with whom to deal. Use day calls for ACTION — for
the Gerninian's ingenuity and which it will pay handsomely.
. ability to profit by experience in
coping.
YOU BORN TODAY: InCANCER
dependence, energy,
(June 22 to July 23)
progressiveness and prac. Lunar influences stimulate
ticality are your most outyour self-reliance and general
standing qualities. You are
ability. You will feel active and endowed with
a fine intellect
enterprising, but make no
and a keen wit which, unchanges in matters now running fortunately,
you sometimes use
All0030thly.
too sharply, blighting others
jet
With bittrire'sarcaatr Try to
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
, curb this trait, since it alienates
4A-44-1
Intuition, reflexes, the ger- those who could be invaluable
mination of new ideas friends otherwise. You acquire
stimulated now. Do not take on knowledge readily
and always
too much, however, or you could strive
for top achievement in
make errors through haste.
whatever your career. Many
, VIRGO
artists writers, archeologists
'1Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IrP 4
and scientists have been born
A top day fix displaying your under Capricorn. Birthdate
of:
canny sense of timing and Peter Arno, cartoonist,
painter;
ability to cut deadwood from
Elvis Presley, singer.
your schedule. Some new opportunities in the offing.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Present velocity of action and
its direction shoukl lead you to
12-29-74
study needs more closely, to
Adults 109
determine anew your course
Nursery 1
and conduct. Avoid a tendency
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
to procrastinate.
. Babi, Girl Kline (mother
SCORPIO
lP Joyce E. t, Rt. 5-Box 321,
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rit'ee
A better-than-average day if Murray.
DISMISSALS
YOU remain firm and in the
Mrs. Virgie Ethel Miles, Rt, 2,
driver's seat — where the
Dover, Tenn., Mrs. Blanche B.
Scorpion really belongs.
Hatcher, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
SAGITTARIUS
Judith Fay Lovett and Baby
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
This day should bring Girl, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs. Zula L.
rewards for past efforts even II Parker, 901 Poplar, Murray.

84:)

Hospital Report
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The Cherry.Branch
ANNOUNCES THE
ARRIVAL
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-

Attgi
COMPLETE COSMETIC
COLLECTION IN
Murray, Ky.
1203 Chestnut

-
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- ak-rSouthside
Shopping
Manor

Fall & winter

Shoes
Includes

1 Group

Winter Bags

The Hazel Woman's Club met
Thursday, December 19, at the
Avalon Court, Paris, Tenn.
Following the meal, the club
met at the home of Mrs. Hughes
Bennett for a short business
meeting and exchange of gifts.
Mrs. Gerald Gallimore,
president, presided. Mrs.
Jackie Butterworth gave the
devotion.
A discussion was held on the
purchase of the Hazel lunchroom as a community center.
Miss Debbie Erwin and Mrs.
Butch Elliott were accepted as
new members.
Mrs. Gallimore presented
tokens of appreciation to each
member present for their work
in the club this year.
The club presented Mrs.
Gallimore with a bracelet and
necklace.
Mrs. Bennett served refreshments during the social hour to
the members and one guest.

•PERSONALS *
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Eric Bartlett of Murray has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Hermes Foster of New
Concord has been dismissed
from
Hospital,
Lourdes
Paducah.

Golden Anniversary

Baptist Women
Program Led By
Mrs. H. E. Treas
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Church met on Thursday, January 2, at seven p. m.
at the church for the regular
monthly program meeting.
Mrs. H. E. Treas was
chairman for the program on
"Baptists In New England."
Taking part in the discussion
were Mrs. Isaiah Treas, Mrs.
Jim Washer, Mrs. Orland
Tubbs, Mrs. W. A. Erwin, and
Mrs. H. E. Treas,
Miss Faye Boggess read the
calendar of prayer with
scripture from Joshua 4:14-24.
She also had the leading prayer
for missionaries having birthdays that day.
In the absence of the
president, Mrs. Pete Carlisle,
Mrs. H. E. Trees presided and
led the closing prayer.

Mr. and Mrs. Guy Boggess
Mr.and Mrs. Guy Boggess of Hardin will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary on Sunday, January 12, with a reception at
their home in Hardin.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the hours of
two to 4:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Boggess were married January 11, 1925, in Hardin
by Elder J. S. White. Their attendants were Vivian W. Watkins
and Sills M. Benninghoff.
Mrs. Boggess is the daughter of the late Tim and Lela Puckett
Henderson. Mr. Boggess, a retired employee of the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company, is the son of Albert and Bessie
Arnold Boggess.
The anniversary couple has two sons who are Charles I.
Boggess of Benton Route Five and Gary W. Boggess of Hardin
Route One. Their grandchildren are Eddie, Bobby, and Becky
Boggess, and Cynthia Stephens.

Newcomers Club To
Meet Here Thursday

Mrs. Gary Rodemeler,the former Kay Pinkley, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. L. K. Pinkley of Murray, has been named chairman of
the 1975 Mothers March against birth defects for the PaducahMcCracken County March of Dimes. Here she meets Martha
-Lee" Kinsey, 1975 state poster child for the March of Dimes.
Lee, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Kinsey of Sedalia,
previously has been poster child for the Jackson Purchase
Chapter of the March of Dimes.

Jenifer Hip of NOW National
Organization for Women) will
be the guest speaker at the
.Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club "Kick Off" meeting to be
held Thursday, January 9, at
7:30 p.m, at the Community
Room of the Federal Savings
and Loan Building, Main and
Seventh Streets.
.All persons interested in
joining the Newcomers Club are
encouraged -to attend the
meeting or contact the club
president, Mrs. Del Fleming,

Metric system hangup
The cost of converting the
nation to the metric system at
a time of inflation and recession may cause Congress to
postpone action on a bill to

_

implement the change, according to Malcolm O'Hagan,
executive director of the
American National Metric
Council.

Adverse Effects

"Dean.

VITA Program Again
Planned By The IRS

Organizations on the lookout
for an ideal public service
activity might well consider
teaming up with an unusual,
and perhaps, unlikely partner—
the Internal Revenue Service.
For the sixth consecutive
year, the IRS is conducting a
Volunteer
Income
Tax
Assistance ( VITA) program.
People helping people with their
tax returns is basically what the
By Abigail Van Buren
C ins W casuipa maiwww. V. tom snic,
VITA program is all about.
•
It's no secret that thousands
of low-income taxpayers—
DEAR ABBY: Everybody: has a problem. Here's one I've
especially senior citizens and
never seen in your column. It's my husband's.
individuals who speak very
Charley is an amputee who gets around quite well in his
little English—find it difficult to
wheelchair, but his biggest problem is finding restrooms
prepare their own tax returns.
with doors that are wide enough to get his wheelchair
through.
The result is that many of these
Perhaps if you print this letter and the enclosed poem
people turn to a professional tax
(author unknown), architects who design public buildings
return preparer for assistance,
will be more considerate of folks in wheelchair's:
like millions of other taxpayers
. I burn the rubber off my wheels. 1 can halidly wait: who seek out-pent professional
My wheelchair's 30 inches wide, the john is 28.
help during the filing season.
Some plead for civil justice when they are set upon.
The IRS recognizes the imI ask for just one freedom, the right to use the john.
portant role carried out by the
I've thought about reforming and changing my evil
tax returns preparation industry, but many low-income
To be a model of deportment for the remainder of my
days.
taxpayers have very simple
But when I get to heaven and face the pearly gates,
1040A returns to prepare and
St. Peter will say, 'You're 30 inches wide.
cannot afford to pay for
Our gates are 28!'
AVON PARK. FLA.
professional assistance.
This is where public service
DEAR FLA.. Thanks for combining a serious and
organizations and VITA come
worthwhile thought with a bit of humor. I've found that
into play. If an organization can
those who have the most to gripe about are the first to see
enlist members willing to help
the humor in a difficult situation.
taxpayers complete their tax
DEAR ABBY: I was shocked to discover that even you
returns fully and accurately,
believe that being single makes a woman a second class
without charge, the IRS will
citizen.
train these helpers or assistors,
You told "No words- that the most generous thing she
as they are called under the
could do for her best friend's daughter, who shocked
VITA program, in basic income
everyone by coming home with a small child after her
tax procedures. This training
promising marriage failed, would be to introduce the
prepares these assistors to help
divorcee to some eligible bachelor, and keep her socially
taxpayers prepare
their
active. How disgusting!
returns, especially those with
It sounds as though you are trying to get some homely
wallflower out of the closet.
simple returns to file.
Abby, being single -is not a disgrace or some horrible
Volunteers need not have tax
defect that needs to be immediately corrected.
backgrounds. With a basic
SINGLE AND SECURE
understanding of arithmetic,
they can easily master the
DEAR SINGLE: Granted, not all divorcees want another
VITA course. In terms of a
marriage, but I still think that MOST divorcees would
commitment,the VITA assistor
welcome an opportunity to meet eligible bachelors and
can
devote as much or as little
become socially active again. And those who don't can
time as he desires to assist
always decline.
taxpayers.
DEAR ABBY: Fourteen months ago, my husband and I
And in scheduling the VITA
moved from Waco to Victoria. Texas. A friend from
training sessions,
Waco
told me to call her sister who lives in Victoria, so,1
arrangements are left to the
This woman calls me every day and ties me up for did.
discretion of the local group or
hours.
She won't get off the phone.
organization.
her very much and wouldn't want to 'Itirt.
Here, in a nutshell, is how
feelings because she's a very sensitive person, but if I her
VITA works. A local Lions Club,
call her, she calls me and asks why I didn't call her. Ifdon't
I
tell
say, comes up with 25 VITA
her I've been shopping, She asks why I didn't let her
know
that. I was going shopping so she could go with
assistors. Tire Club makes
me.
Her husband does most of the housework and alt
-arrangements to have its
the
marketing, so she's left with nothing to do and
meeting place available every
everyone else has nothing to do all day like her. thinks • Wednesday -evening from 7 to 9
If I have a card gamertnd don't invite her I pray
-p.m. for providing free VITA
that
doesn't find out becausesshe'll get hurt and angry. she
assistance.
I'm
afraid IT have to move out of Victoria to get some
peace. I
The IRS,' in turn, trains the
feel like my life isn't my own any more. How do I get
out
of
assistors, provides them with
her clutches without hurting her feelings?
:the necessary (orms...sctiouies.
N,1,-,vw.calat71-7.=,ROTAINIF
arKftsarRrOunditlaterfaTi. The
DEAR SMOTHERED: There is no compromising
fRS also makes available to the
possessiVe people who make you feel guilty if you with
Club posters, flyers, and other
don't
include them in every part of your life. If you want "peace."
informational materials to help
you'll have to "hurt her feelings" by cutting her
alert taxpayers to the free
conversations shorter and shorter. If you haven'tphone
assistance. To further proniote
the
courage to extricate yourself, tolerate.the loss of
freedom
and don't complain.
Familiar

- Can he get to heaven in
a wheelchair?

Falvic

Everyone has a prOblem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby', booklet. "How to Hoyt a Lovely Wedding,"
send Silo Abigail Van Buren, 132 Laxity Or.. Beverly Hills.
('alif. 90212 Please enclose a fong, self-addressed, stamped
20ei envelope

Lots of tive remiliars of
fabric are back for spring
and summer. Look for
denim (which never went
away), poplin and seersucker, ea crepe de chine, either of pare sil k or
synthesized.

Smoking in. pregnancy has
adverse erfecr, on the fetus,
the British Medical Journal_
reported recently. Effects

range from inh' ion et fetal
growth to an increesed risk
of perinatal death from all
causes.

Try it!

the program, the Club is encouraged by tire IRS to generate
its own publicity.
Right now, the IRS is contacting national public service
groups and organizations
asking them to participate in
the VITA program for 1975.
Other national or regional and
local organizations which have
not been contacted but would
like to participate in this unique
"people helping" activity
should call Loretta Watkins of
their local IRS office, 502 5835377, and ask about VITA
participation."

Fans Hike Bills

Looking for the unusual?
Toss sliced fresh pears and
thin cucumber slices with
French dressing. Sprinkle
iinth dill and finely
lemon peel.peel.

Use kitchen and bathroom
ventilating fans only when
necessary. Such fans raise
heating bills by carrying
warm air to the outside.

Thru
Jan. 14

/51 .3311

ART CARNEY
in a

Wonderful Comedy

BIRTHS
KELLER GIRL
Mr. and -Mrs." Howard H.
Keller of Murray are the
parents of a baby girl,
Christiane Vera, weighing nine
pounds, born on Sunday,
January 5, at three pai. at the
Murray-Calloway County
7:20,9:30 + 2:30 Sat.,Sun
Hospital.
No Passes Fri-Sat-Sun
The new father is an associate
professor of Russian and
PROP'
German languages at Murray
Vigilante,
Capri
State University.
rifY 1,440
CHARLES
Grandparents are Howard H.
Starts Thu__
and PauerPor*. MONSON
Keller, Sr., of Miami Beach,
5DEAillMTS
Fla., and Mrs. Christiane
-7
111;
Thomas of Ittenbach, Germany. IMMINEWNeelgaSSIBEINM
F-

BURTREWINDS
"TM LONGEST YARD"

—f-

New Adam's Shoe

6

Semi-Annual Sale
surf)
$129°
slr -S159°
$990
$990

Miss America's
Life Stride
Haturalizer's
Hush Puppies
Dexter's

Mens
Roblee —
Pedwin — $1690
•

-v.sirrevBuster Brown

5. 590

Miss Robbin

Handbags
All

25% Off

The New Adam's Shoes
106 S. 5th Street

Downtown Murray

Pb. 753-2414

L3
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To Be Married

"Courtship Of Civil War Belle"
Discussed By Dr. Hammack, Jr.,
-

•

Tuesday. January T
The First Baptist Church
WMU will have its general
meeting at the church at nine
a.
m.

Women of Oaks Country Club
will play bridge at nine a. m.
Call Kathryn Outland, hostess,
753-3079, by Monday night for
reservations.

The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church will
meet with LalaDoWdy at 1:30 p.
in.

New Concord Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield at one p.m,

Dorothy Group of First
Baptist Church Women will
inett at the home of Mrs. Brent
_Chilland at ten_ a.. 444. -with Mrs.
G. M. Knight as program
leader. Note change in meeting
place.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Marvin Fulton at
two p. in. with Mrs. Jewell
Evans as cohostess and Mrs.
Rupert Parks as program
leader.

er of Mr.
irman of
PaducahMartha
r. Dimes.
Sedalia,
Purchase

Miss Brenda Kay Collie

e, acHagan,
if the
Metric

Mrs. Obid Burkeen of Almo Route One announces the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Miss
Brenda Kay Collie, to James Michael Parker. Miss Collie is the
daughter of the late Clydie Collie. Mr. Parker is the son of Mrs.
Glen Rudolph of Hardin and Billy Joe Parker of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is now employed at The Cherry Branch, Murray. Mr.
Parker attended Murray High School and is now employed by
Ricky Rickman Masonry, Murray.
The wedding will be held in the presence of the immediate
families on Friday, January_ 31, at seven p.m. at the Dexter
Missionary Baptist Church.
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A New Year...
A New You
There's more to looking great
than meets the eye. You should feel
great!
Our reducing plon combines healthy
dieting and proper exercise for individuals.
You will look and feel great and he
will love you for it!

First United
Methodist
Church Women will meet at ten
a, in, in the social hall of the
church.

The United
Figure Salon

I

At Meeting Of Local UDC Chapter
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy were recently
entertained in the home of Mrs.
Fred GIngles.
Mrs. Hess Crossland, chapter

South
Pleasant
Grove
Homemakers Club will meet
with Mrs. Jinni') Erwin at one

Lynn Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 9:30
a.m, at the church.
Pottertown Homemakers
Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the home of
Mrs. James Fisher at 7:30 p.m.

Dr. James Hammack, Jr.
vice-president, conducted the
opening ceremony and introduced the speaker, Dr.
James Hammack, Jr., director
- Murray Assembly No. 19
of oral history at Murray State
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Thursday, January 9
University,
who chose as his
meetat the Masonic Hall at
Dexter Homemakers Club
seven p. in.
will meet at the home of Mrs. subject, "Love and War: The
Courtship
of a Civil War Belle."
Pansy Pritchett at 9:30 a.m.
"More wOrds have been
Murray TOPS Club will nieet
written
about
the American
at the Health Center at seven p.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Civil War than about any other
in,
Women of North Pleasant
war," Dr. Hammack said. -The
Grove Church will meet at the
which
Ellis Center will open at ten a. home of Rev. and W. Edd aura of glamour
surrounds the War Between the
in for Senior Citizens of Murray Glover at seven p. m.
States
is,
in
part,
undoubtedly
and
Calloway
County.
deserved, for this was not only
Tablegames will be from 1:30 to
Town
and
Country the last romantic
war, but the
three p. in.
Homemakers Club will meet at first
total war. It took 395,528
the home of Verona Grogan at
union lives to win this war inWednesday. January 8
7:30 p. m.
cluding 267 by court martial, 391
Ladies day luncheon will be
by suicide, 313 by sunstroke,
served at the Murray Country
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
and 520 murdered. How many
Club at noon with Mrs. Ed Church will meet at the home
of
Powderly, 753-8542, as luncheon Mrs. Charles Burkeen at 10:36
chairman. Reservations should a. m. A potluck lunchon
will be
be made by noon Monday. served.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a. in. with
Mrs. Jack Jackson and Mrs.
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
HOSPITAL PATIENT
James Ransom as chairmen, Club will meet at
the ComMrs. Clara Williams of
munity Room, Federal Savings Murray has been dismissed
and Loan, Main and 7th Streets, from the Western Baptist
Mason's Chapel United at 7:30 p. m.
Hospital, Paducah.
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Hardin-Berkley Lodge No. 567
F. & A. M. will meet at seven
Harris Grove Homemakers p.m. with
work to be in the E. A
Club will meet with Mrs. Jack degree.
Cavanaugh at ten a.m.
In
_ Wednesday, January 8
irti and Crafts Club will not
meet this month.

PERSONALSt
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died in the Confederate cause
will never be known with
exactitude, but the figure
258,000 is usually accepted as a
reasonable
estimate
of
Southern losses in the war," the
speaker said.
Dr. Hammack said from the
standpoint of history, however,
the guns of the famous battles in
the war did more than to
destroy men and armies; their
thundering reverberations rent
apart the very fabric of society,
both north and south. Never
afterwards was life to be the
same in either section of the
country. In the inidst of all the
destruction upheaval and chaos
of war time there remained only
one constant factor: The impulse of young people to meet,
to court each's favor, and untimately to marry.
The speaker spoke of the love
letters of Miss Kate Starr, one
of four daughters and two sons
of a Paducah family, who
seemed to have kept tip a steady
correnspondence with her
various beaux throughout the
war years. By 1857 Paducah by
rail with West Tennessee and
Memphis, spur lines ted to
C,otumbus on the Mississippi
River and to Murray in
Calloway County. Miss Starr
visited her older sister, Sarah
Jane Bowman, in Columbus,
and her grandmother and a
brother, Joseph F. Starr, in
Murray. When possible, Miss
Starr preferred to travel by
steamboat or coach, but
whatever method, she seemed
to collect a few new suitors on
each trip.
Dr. Hammack said it was the
tendency of the period to place
women upon a pedestal and woo
them in flowery and elegant
language at times in almost
worshipful terms. The speaker
quoted from many of the letters
of Miss Starr with most of the
being quite ardent and expressed the hope that the writer
could be something more than a
friend.
The speaker's description of
the further adventures in the
.1=11.•iMNi MN•MB
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courtship of Miss Starr held the
attention of his audience to its
ending with her marriage to a
doctor.
Dr. Hammack holds his
master's degree from Memphis
State, and received his doctorate at the University of
Kentucky. He and his wife,
Charlotte, have two children.
A delightful party plate was
served by Mrs. Gingles to Mrs.
Melas Linn, Mrs. J. 0.
Chambers, Mrs. E. W. Riley,
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. W.
Z. Carter, Mrs. Hess Crossland,
Dr. Halene Visher, Dr. Mildred
Hatcher, and Dr, Hammack.

South Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the Extension
Office it ten

Friday, January 10
North Murray Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Fred Gingles at 1:30 p m.

III

Deep Strength"
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iii

Executive Board of the III
Church Women United will
meet at. the home of Mrs. W.
Edd Glover, North 14th Street, III
at ten a.m. All board members III
including representatives from III
all churches in Murray and III
Calloway County are urged to III
attend.

This
Week
08W

ormal
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St. Joseph
fissney

lete-C1

StJOSEPH
iS?,ul Is MAU

I.3-oz
$1.09 Value

DooSor Approved

Aspirin for Children

"I". 28c

/YOU SAVE 21'

UV-RITE Saves You 43'

St. Joseph
Adult Aspirin
YOU
IOC Tablets
SAVE 31' 73. Voles

St. Joseph

48

Cough Syrup
for Children

Sunday, January 12
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Boggess
will celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at their -home in
Hardin from two to 4:30 p. in.

Ill

Ill

ill
Ill

Ill
MCWHERTER GIRL
II
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mc- ,
Wherter of Murray Route Four
are the parents of a baby girl, -!
!
1
Crygtal Dawn, weighing eight 'I
pounds, born On Tuesday, II
December 31, at 11:42 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
I'
Grandparents are Mr_ and III
Mrs. Aaron McWherter of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Ill
Aubrey Steen of Alm Route
Ill
One.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Wilbert McWherter of
Dresden, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. III
Alvin Hudgins of Paris, Tenn.,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Stom of
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs.
Venter Willie of Lynnville.

flu

YOU SAVE 36'

for Women

Court Square
••••••

P!
KLINE GIRL
Molly Elizabeth is the name sit
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Steven III
r-A-X0Er
their baby girl, weighing seven !II
pounds
ounce, born Sunday. Ill
December 29, at 11:18 a.m. at
!
I
the Murray-Calloway County !
Ill
Hospital.
The new father is a student at
Murray State University and
the new mother is a former !!!
composing roam employe at the
Murray Ledger & Timei.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Leo F. Kline of Dixon, Ill.,
Mrs. Esther Kubitz Of Little
Rock, Ark., and Edward H.
Kabitz of San Francisco, Calif.

2S' Yoke

CHOOZ

15c

Its
Os' VI..
SAY, lr

Its
5I.14 V1.72c
Savo
47'

Correctol
Laxative

!!
III

28c
Ill

Aspergum
swift viv:41INZ:
.
49...11••••

36c

16's
59e Value

YOU SAVE 23'

01.W Volvo
SAYS
71'

lb
II!
II

Softees

iii

Is

Cotton Swabs
4-44. Ueda
S1.33 Video
TOO SAW/

Liquid
or
Tablets

70 Tales
01.00 VI..
YOU says
713'

54 Double-tipped
Flexiable Swabs

82c
62c

II

24.

II

ii
II
Ill

39e Value

YOU SAVE 15'
ii
II

Sulfur-8
Conditioner

Cushion Grip

!I!

Mademoiselle Shopp
1-

56c

2-oz

!!

1")

irs

92c Value
Ill

VISITS CALIFORNIA
Miss Janet Usrey returned
home New Year's Day after
spending a week in California
where she visited Airman Dale
Arnold at George Air Force
Base, California. While there
she
toured
Disneyland,
Universal Studios, and many'
other scenic and historical
points of interest. Miss Usrey
made the trip by airplane
leaving from Memphis, Tenn.

't‘tsaStie

Shop Oda.• Oraralem •Illsinior

Central Shopping Center
753-6881
Hours Mon.-Fn.9:00 a.m.-800 p.m.

PERSONALS 4,it

Holds Dentures
89< Value
. -•.
YOU SAVE 35'

2-oz
$1.19 Value

001

12c

3:=

II
II

YOU SAVE 47'

II
40.

, _, .,---- -,,,A.......rwat Nor .itlie, Lit.IV.,
--.7..,-- The Chewing Gem
Laxative

I.

SAYS 27'

36`

Bel-Air
Shopping Center .
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
Phone 753-8304
I=••••

II
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The Murray Ledger & Times
Editorials and articles contained on this
page are presented for the purpose Of giving a
forum for the exchange of differing opinions
and ideas
Letters to the ed,tor in response to
editorials and op,naketated articles are encouraged The editors reserve the right to
condense or edit letters without changing the
intent°t the letter, and the right to relied any
letters to the editor or public voice items

Let's Stay Well

OPINION
PAGE

Transplanting

which. in our opinion, are not in the best in
terest of our readers
Whenever possaae. all letters should be
All letters
typewritten and double spaced
intended lOi publication must-bear the
signature of the writer

A Second Heart

Guest Editorial

Four Are Found Guilty
The nation owes a debt of
gratitude to the nine women and
three men who sat in judgment
during one of the most complicated
conspiracy trials in American
political history.
After three days of deliberation,
the jurors convicted John N. Mitchell, John D. Ehrlichman, H. R.
Haldeman and Robert C. Mardian of
trying to cover up the Watergate
scandal in violation of federal law.

the seriousness with which juries
have regarded the actions of
Watergate conspirators, many of
them lawyers who flouted the law,
THE JURY IN THE LATEST case
spent three months sorting through
thousands of spoken and written
words and dozens of complex events
and relationships.
It would have been easy to use the
premature pardoning of former
By M. C. Garrott
President Nixon—the-"maestro" of
the coverup, one defense lawyer
The above photograph is on a 64-year-old
CERTAINLY THE EVIDENCE
post card shared with me by Ronald Churcalled him — as a justification for
_ chill. The brief caption simply states:
against Mitchell, Ehrlichman and
freeing his lieutenants as well.
"Pumpkins grown in Kansas soil are
Haldeman—much of it in their own
But Federal Judge John J. Sirica
s---profitable." The card was mailed from Yates
taped conversations—was so strong
correctly pointed out that the Nixon
Center, Kans., on Oct. 7, 1910, to a Miss Ruth
that anything less than a guilty
pardon should have no bearing on
St. John at Hazel by a young man by the name
verdict would have been difficult to
the guilt or innocence of the five
. .
His brief message indicated he was "about
justify.
defendants in the case.
A
half sick- and that he was still waiting for the
Mardian argued that he was only
THERE CAN BE NO GREAT JOY
4
picture she had promised to send to .10.m.
conneetell to the Watergate-'--in the conviction of men whose
IF
Now,no one will ever convince me that they
discussions through his role as a
careers have been ruined and who
ever raised pumpkins that big in Kansas or
lawyer for the Nixon campaign
sentences
and
jail
may face long
anywhere else! Three pumpkins filling up a
committee in 1972. But the jury
two-horse wagon! I don't believe Texas would
heavy fines if their appeals are
even go so far as to stake a claim like that.
apparently felt that he, too, was part
turned down.
This is a trick photograph, I'll bet a pretty
--- of the plot tO fob off the break-in at
As James Neal, the Tennessee
penny, and here is they way they did it
Democratic headquarters as a
lawyer who prosecuted the case,
probably. Someone cut three pumpkins out of
"third-rate burglary" committed
pointed out: "It's not a happy ocanother picture, found pictures of a couple of
without the knowledge or approval
casion."
men in the right positions, then proportioned
of the President's aides.
them on the pumpkins-with one holding son*
But the people have a right to
drawn-in reins.
The jurors showed a comexpect that conspiracy, lying and
All this probably was then carefully placed
mendable desire to separate guilt
obstructing of justice will not be --on the flat-bed wagon and re-photographed,
from innocence by freeing Kenneth
tolerated in the White House or
producing a new negative showing the huge
W. Parkinson, another Nixon
anywhere else in American
pumpkins on the wagon with the men seated
campaign laywer, who vigorously
government.
and standing on them. From this negative,
the post card and probably thousands of
denied that he was a middleman in
They have a right to expect, as
others like it were printed.
the hush-money plot.
Neal so eloquently told the jury, that
It's a real convincing job, though, and an
Parkinson was the first defendant
all the accounts are balanced before
attention-getting conversation piece.
to have been found innocent in a
the ledger is closed for good on the
'
- - 4+
Watergate case a tribute to the
Watergate affair.
We pulled a similar trio* once in St. Louis
diligence of the prosecution and to
when one of our close friends in the sales
—The Cincinnati Post
department was transferred to Sioux Falls,
telkota,
iteldb
asg:ter
sales manager. His name

Garrott's Galley

Pumpkins May Be Profitable

- In Kansas But Not That Big!

_
New Realities, Old Myths
The resignation of Sen. J. William Fulbright appeared to be in
keeping with a practice that allows the successor of a retiring
senator to gain an advantage in
seniority. Four other senators
whose service ends with the 93rd
Congress resigned in December
so their elected successors can be
appointed and gain an edge in the
perquisites of seniority when the
new Congress is organized.
In Sen. Fulbright's case, however, Arkansas law prevents such
a maneuver to install Gov. Dale
Bumpers to serve out the last few
days of his term. The senator
chose to resign in order to enhance his retirement benefits. So
it goes with the intricacies of senatorial rules and tradition.
Sen. Fulbright's resignation
also will begin an assessment of
his 32 years of service in Congress, particularly the last 30
years, which be spent in the Senate. The principal focus will be on
his 15 years as chairman of the
Senate Foreign Relations Corn-

mittee — a group that Sen. Fulbright orchestrated with skill, occasionally deflecting presidents
from their foreign policies and often jarring the sensibilities of
Americans.
Time alone will place the senator in his niche. It will take the
crucible of history to bring into
perspective the true contribution
of this controversial man.
His defeat at the polls last fall,
however, dispels the myth that
gaining fame in Washington necessarily impresses the folks back
home.

Worth Repeating
CHANDLER, OKLA., NEWS: "Everyone
seems to be looking to the...Administration to
stop the price increases...The biggest single
thing that might cut the pressure towards
higher prices would be for the Congress to cut
federal spending. The constant deficit
spending by the feds is the biggest single
inflationay factor, and the root cause of
constantly climbing prices."

lig
Someone came up with a picture of Mt.
Rushmore, the big stone tpountain in South
Dakota and upon the side of which the huge
faces of George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln and Theodore
Roosevelt have been carved. I'm sure you
either have seen it or pictures of it.
I never have understood how Theodore
Roosevelt rated being included in that kind of
company. AD I can recall learning about him
from my history books was that he liked to go
around exclaiming -Bully, bully"; enjoyed
hunting lions and tigers in Africa and once led
a charge up a hill during the Spanish-

American War. So much for Teddy.
+++
We found a picture of Heidbreder in the
files. It pictured him facing approximately
the same way as the great stone faces and
was perfect for our need. We then proportioned it to the same size as the stone faces on
the original picture and super-imposed it on
the print right up there beside Roosevelt,
even though Dick was a Democrat.
The company artists then touched up Dick's
face and head so they took on the hue of
carved stone and blended them right into the
mountain background. They even drew in
realistic-looking chipped rock down below
just as you see beneath the others.
Next, we re-photographed the touched-up
original picture. This time, isowever, the
picture came out .with Dick's smiling face
right up there on the mountain among the four
'great Americans. We had the base negative
we needed for a massive enlargement and one
four feet deep and five feet wide was
produced.
We then had a lot of fun with it at a
welcoming party for him in Sioux Falls. We
should have made post cards from it just as
they did with the one showing the pumpkins.
Dick has lots of relatives, and we could
have made money if he only sent one to every
one of them.
+++
I have a cousin, Frances Fairleigh, Living in
Hopkinsville, who, I feel, expresses the real,
true feelings of a lot of wives who travel far
and wide to attend athletic events simply
because it's sort of the expected thing to do.
Now that all the football seasons and the
bowl games are hi tke record itooks, I hope
she wotismind.ma.aring iite..a4 her recent •
comments with you.
After going to Lexington for one of the
University of Kentucky games last fall she
wrote me:
"I am not a football enthusiast as I only
really understand the half. I'd rather plow
than sit through those interminable fou:
quarters. I always try to look properly happy
or sad as indicated by the score, and jump up
and down on cue. But 500 miles is an awful
price to pay to 'tailgate' and sleep ins strange
bed. I enjoy keeping up with all the sports via
newspaper and TV but I am strictly an 'armchairer.'"

Understanding Alcoholism
it health (oltonn from the
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
Deoartment of Health. Education, and Welfare
before he can begin to come
programs is to enlighten the
hack.
' public about the uses and
Does an alcoholic person
But it should be kept in
abuses of alcohol and to prohave to hit "rock bottom"
mind that alcoholism is a promote the detection and treat----before he or she can accept
gressive illness: it develops
ment of alcoholism in those
. treatment and begin to travel
gradually, usually over a
earlier stages long before
the road back to recovery and
period of years. People can be
"rock bottom" is reached.
rehabilitation?
helped to -. recognize their
In these activities the InNo. In many cases it has
growing problem and do
stitute is working with caphappened that way, and a
something about it long before
able and concerned people
kind of ttereotype has been
they otherwise would drift
throughout the nation- with
created of the individual who
into the grip of advanced al
public and private helping
must go "all the way
cabalism.
agencies, with State and local
One difficulty everyone must
governments.
to
draw
is
hard
is
that
Since alcoholism usually deit
face
velops over a period of years,
sharp lines between social
drinking, problem drinking,
there are repeated opportunities far the thinker and Ulnae
and alcoholism,
close to hint or her to spot the
Most Americans drink revomibly and have 'no prob-'
warning signals before the illness is Well under way.
kms with alcohol. Others,
cXiner or later and for
A discussion of these warn.
causes not well enough uning signals and many other
derstood, do begin to have
aspects of the alcoholism
problems
problem is found in a booklet
The National Institute au,
published by the National InAlcabol Abuse and Alcoholstitute ori Alcdhol,Abuse and
ism ?NIAAA), a part of
Alcoholism,
HFW's Alcohol, Drug Mink.
"Is alcoholism curable? What
and Mental Health Adminisare the available facilities•for
tration. supports research to.
treating alcoholism? . What if
increase knowledge of. the
he or she w011.1 gin for Prealcauses of alcoholism, its proment? Where can I get help?
gression from mild problem
These and other important
stages to severe illness, its
questions are auswered in the
treatmeti, and other facets of
booklet, Treating Akohation
this overall problem which
,The Harlem The Sympahil.
The Treattnent. Free single
costs our nation heavily in
copies can be obtained by
both human and economic

- •
By F.J.L I3lasingwae P.LD
The complete transplant of a foreign body. By lowering the
heart from one person to another hoses rejection reaction with
in 1967 in Capetown. South medications, the new tissue may
Africa, by Christiaan Barnard, be tolerated and live, especially
MD., and his associates was un- if the tissues of the two persons
---doubtettly the most dramatic match closely. In recent weeks,a
operation ever performed, far man who had survived the
. exceeding the drama attached longest, following a heart
- to the cesarean section first per- transplant more than six years
formed rentines ago.
ago, died.
Only recently, Dr. Barnard's
Inasmuch as heart disease is
group accomplished another the leading cause of death,
"first" by implanting in a man a research to replace or supplesecond heart wit/tout removing ment the heart with one front-the diseased heart The second another person is indicated.
heart came from a 10-year-old
Likewise, work continues on
girl killed in an automobile acci- the development of an artificial
dent.
or mechanical heart. These
The second heart was placed surgical procedures are of
in the chest, to the right side of limited value at this time, and
the man's heart. The upper most heart surgery is currently
chambers (atria/ were con- done to improve circulation to
nected on that blood could flow heart muscle.
from the "old" left atrium to the
For the most part, diseases of
"new" le atrium and then into the heart are treated medically
the "new" ventricle. When it cat- rather then surgically. .
tracts, it pumps blood through
the "new" aorta, which was
Q. Mrs. CC. asks for suggessewed into the side of the "old" tions to soften her skirt
aorta The new heart serves as a
A. Water is the best skin
ventricular assist to the old softener. Soaking a callus in
heart_
water is a good example. Most
The beats of the two hearts are roughness of the skin is usually
synctironized by pacemakers in due to a loss of water from the
each heart_
cells of the skin, rather than a
The circulation to-Use. re- loss of oils. Moisten your skin
mainder of the body was main- with water, allowing it a bit of
tained by a heart-lung machine time to soak in. Dry away the
during the 5-hour operation
surface moisture and cream
Dr. Barnard reported that the your skin. The creaming will
original heart improved almost help to prevent prompt evaporaimmediately when given a‘sts- tion of the water and prolong
sktn eltnest- —
lance bYfEe second heart
Witte the szgical technicase of
Q. Mr. O.C. wants to knew the 'heart transplant has made adequate advancement to be practi- number of calories in a bottle of
beer.
cal, the rejection phenomenon
A. The average 12-ounce botremains a major barrier The Ue of beer contains about 173
body of the recipient reacts to calories.
the new name as if it ivett-a— United Feature Syndicate

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
•
The politician who worked his way up from ward
boss to congressman, nearly always breaks his back
to rush hiring of a public relations man who then
takes on the title of press secretary, spending half
his time trying to make Mr. Big look good and the
other half stand astonished that Mr. Same shows

Bible Thought
And they brought in the ark of the Lord . . . and
David offered burnt offerings and peace offerings
before the Lord. II Samuel 6:17.
Like all warriors David longed for peace and
turned to God for forgiveness and the blessings of
peace.

•

10 Years Ago Today
Billy Smith of Murray Route Two and his family
were featured in the January issue of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau News. Smith was elected chairman of
the American Farm Bureau Young Peoples Committee at the 40th annual convention in Philadelphia,
Pa.
Deaths reported are John Ed Pitman, Jr., Hazel.
age 24, killed early this morning in a one car accident on the Hazel Highway, Sam Whitaker, age 55,
of Marlow, Okla., Mrs. Lizzie Whitnell. age 91, of
Murray,and Porter Lynn,age 67, of St. Clair Shores,
Mich,
Miss Debbie Brittain will be crowned as basketball queen of the Faxon Elementary School at the
game on January 8 between Faxon and Lynn Grove,
Mrs._Ross McClain from the Knit Shop on Bailey
Road presented the -lesson on ACnittine. for the
lesson leaders of the Calloway County Homemakers
Club held yesterday at the Murray City Hall.

20 Years Ago Today
. _
The United Packinghouse Workers of America
CIO were soltastaxl-rsterdartin ployees of I Fle
Ryan Milk Company as their representation,
Dr. Hugh McElrath spoke on the history -of dentistry in general and also sotne of the history ot
dentistry in Murray at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. Mr. and.Mr5.
Atkins, .11... of AlcKeNie,
Tenn., are the parents of a baby boy, John .Sexton.
horn January 5.
Showing at the 'Varsity Theatre is "The Yellow
Tomahawk" starring Rory Calhoun and Peggie
Castle.
•
1

A major thrust of the Institute's research and other

2345. Rockville,
20852

Maryland

Funny Funny World

-The efir

or4

VANE,

la Hamburg, West Gerrnany, newsmen wanted to know what
her secret was after Frieda Werthel, 32, was voted the bestnatured worker in her company. Ms. Werthel explained, "At
hornet have a sound-proof basement with a set of drums in it. My
hobby is to beat the drums like mad until I am exhausted After
that I feel contented and calm and quiet for another 24 hours. It's
better than working over your boss or putting your husband
through the meat grinder "
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The Murray Police Department
The Murray Fire Department
The Calloway County Sheriffs Department
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We gratefully acknowledge the co-operation of these firms in sponsoring this salute. The civic pride they exemplify is a tribute to them and our community as well.
Ronnie Ross, Agent

Rudy's Restaurant
"Catfish Special Every Friday & Saturday Night"
104 S. 5th
753-1612

INSURANCE
for your

Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home

,ace and
ssings of

SOUTH 4T. STREET OLD ICE PLANT BUILDING
OwNan
JOE W. .5.1,TH

Arita Cab

111U•
753-141561

fr- -Y-711

R..

PHoms 753.0660
HOME 753-6121
"A

759-0726
753.2644

MultiMile

Good Place To Trade"

GERRAL0 BON

CHUCK & MYRTLE VVR.cnicK, OWNIUR•

DVINIEP

13.0.6 OCT 502 75 L 751
NIGHT 502 459 2431

Industrial Rd
Murray

1407 Main
753-44112
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MURRAY. k, •207i

.
I
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Lubie and Reba's
Super Burger
Luta as-elt REIM PARRISH

Eon Mon, $treet
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Offen

and

JAS. D. CLOPTON DIVISION
01
PRIMO COTNAM COMPANY

604 S 12th

\Mr

9

THEN DECIDE
Murray

Phone 753-7114

West KentOcky Rural
Electric Coop., Corp.
John fidd Wallsor. Mgr
751 5012

•

;o4.44firlignitiafAirrn—l'‘'

DRIVE A DATSUN

0 641 SUPER SHELL STA.
TIRES TUBES - BATTERIES & ACCESSORIES
Rood Sorvicil - Open 6 A.M. - 12 P.M.
M.AX McCUISTON, Prop. •
SOWN 12th1 MIURIlia, :PHONE 753-9131

MURRAY HOME &AUTO STORE

Z
'
4442*I',

Richard Orr Dist. Co.

No.

In County
753-6952

.‘s•-ri-t()

153-673*

THIS FOOD IS NOT -FROZEN
• Made Fresh Using The Best Quality By,

1—

Tom
WE DELIVER ,
L7j3-611i1
N. 12th Ext.,

College Cleaners

RAY 7, BROACH
Fenn 110r0e0 Inneram. S•IviCSI

"TRULY FINE CLEANING"

3011 S. Sib IL
3e7..
-113

-rx•-•

In City

Cain, Jr

-Tr ,Tom's Pizza Palace

FNMA 759-1391

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

a

753-5147
C. E

Cheerio OOSOBIRO

POLICE

Phone 7531295 75) 4652

660 & Main

‘....!AH WASH

11112-00ISTNu7

poug, AyHeome

Used cars Minor Repairs
Dean tire Distributor Wholesale - Retail

Murray

HEATING - SHEET METAL - AIR CONDITIONING

Murray Datsun Inc.

N. 12th & Chestnut
Murray, Kentucky 42071
James "Jiggs" Lassiter Owner

Cain's Union 76 Service

Route)

PHONE 753 8311 • 1104 CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KY. 42071

'

Home Of SHARP Used Cars

LASS!TER AUTO SALES

Standard Oil Products

Brown's Used Cars &
Brown's Grocery

753-1441 -

Motor Parts &
Bearings

401 North 4th
Phone 753-9124

no** 7334770
5th and Poplar Sr. — Murray, Ky. 42071

24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE

Quallfy Work &nor IA)?

Auto Car Wash
PHONE 753-1615
SOUTH 12TH & STORY AVENUE
Open 24 Hours

BUILDING MATERIALS

- In City

PHONE PL. 3-3134

Atomic Battery
Co.

.1111

FIRE

MURRAY, KY.

AND 501"
ALL /01.10S Of 0E10 SEEDSROUGH?
0 0 ROE Ma - LamoluLA,L KY 420/1
tIoDUSTRoAl WOAD
00on• /SS SOPS

MURDOCK GARAGE,
INC.

PHONE 753-3161
10. MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

1301 CHESTNUT ST.

Phone 753-2924

J & S OIL
FINEST QUALITY GAS & OILS

GLASS

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY

[STATE

WING°,

Murray, Ky.
Bowl Where You See The Magic Triangle

1215 DIUGUID DRIVE
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

CARL R HOWARD
Owner

Rhone 436.5483 Day or Night
Take 94 East out of Murray to Panorama
Shore's,, f011Ow the blaCk1OplO yOur right
McClure
Grayson McClure

Tabors Body Shop, Inc.

SHOEMAKER SEED
COMPANY

DATSUN

PHONE 502 376-2223

Corvett Lanes

15021 753 0176

Happy Holiday Travel, Inc.

Phone 502 753.4000
105 NORTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071

The Farmers Ce-or

, "flu- •

Nan .112 50

RI 61'07'

Calloway County Soil Improvement
Association
Murray, K y

[Nig

Compliments of

CARL R. HOWARD
CONSTRUCTION ROOFING

Murray State
University

Phone SO2 247.7979 - MAYFIELD

Hwy. 94 East
0 Box 655
Phone- A -C 503-753-2215

Industrial Rd.

o

M Boyd-MalorsRIAL

CO. INC.
P

Hour Service

Phone 753-2771
Phone 753-31104

PURCHASE EQUIPMENT

11)1(
'
S

pea month

Gardner Wrecker
Service la
21

Inwne of INPononont
Building Materials"

Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-1717

Pl'un. 713-3510

le Yellow
d Peggie

I.WSt1M4

Don't Be Late!
Ship Paschall Freight..Please

FITTS BLOCK & READY MIX CO.

[n.Sexton.

Nee
Marra, K.,

777;444

1100 CHESTNUT STREET

Have
"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs
Their Way."
753-3/14
100 So 1360 St

We proudly salute these dedicated
public servants

IPAI,SCHIAILLJL

PHONE 753-5485

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
- CONTROL

Northside
Southside

Murray, K v

Phone 753-6444

Points

s basketsal at the
in Grove.
-in Bailey
foc_the
emakers
Fall.

America
'eea of I he
ion.
y of deniistory
P Murray

113 South 4th

Ambassador-Nornet.Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars

Five

Jim
Adam's

Furches Jewelry

Motors
Cain IL Treat Motor Sales

Murray Machine
& Tool Co.

Owens Food Market

WEST KENTUCKY GUts71111 --

MURRAY, KENTUCKY '42071

The Murray
Ledger & Times

Police Orders

Prompt Courteous Service
101 SOUTH SW •T WILJPORAY, Icy

Plume 1113-4411111

riot POGUE
MURRAY KV 420,

Specializing in

PHONE 753.5351 • 753.5952

MURRAY. zsinveart

MURRAY

1111

CARROLL TIRE SERVICE

DISCOUNT CARPET CENTER

103 Maple
Murray
Phone 753-1933

121h
753 5041

5125

. . . and
offerings

BANK OF MURRAY,

National Hotel Bldg
Mrs. Jenny Fair

QUALITY row LXII•

Asleo" Chemical
Ca., .9eic.

Johnson's
Grocery

Susie's Cafe

MURRAYHY.

AR

911150 Of 9171.1121

P EoPLEs
c,,BANK
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7.114
119hYgifiv0::: .•
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In County
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J.T. Todd
Used Cars, Inc.
ROW* 1, Box 316

Murray. Kt.

Pliant 753 075
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Racers Take 61-56 Win
And Go To 7:2 For Year

(NIL it it ‘) 1,111 )(4.11 1.1 m Es)

PORTS
Wildcats Come_From
Behind, Whack'Dogs
ATHENS, Ga. I AP) — "They minutes," said Kentucky Coach
reached out and got it," said Joe Hall. '"They were superGeorgia Coach John Guthrie active on the boards and we
after the University of Ken- just failed to match their pace.
tucky Wildcats rolled to a 96-77 It was fortunate for us that
Southeastern Conference bas- (Bob) Guyette got some key
ketball win over his Bulldogs.
tips and kept us alive."
Georgia was still ahead with
•'You've got to credit Kentucky for what happened," he 12 minutes to play, when the
said after the contest Monday Wildcats turned the game
around, led by Kevin Grevey
night.
with 32 points and Guyette with
Guthrie's young Georgia 19, they moved from a 59-58
team gave 9th-ranked UK a deficit to a 76-64 lead in the
hard time on the boards at next 41-2 minutes. •
first, cutting down Kentutty
"The main thing that hurt us
leads of 12-6 and 17-12, moving was Jacky Dorsey getting into
ahead 31-25, and maintaining a foul trouble," Guthrie said.
43-39 halftime edge.
Dorsey, who led the Bulldogs
We must have been out- with 23 points, was sent to the
rebounded 3-1 in those first 10 bench after his fourth foul,

where he watched as UK took
its 12-point lead.
Also, Guthrie said, "Grevey
is a great player and he's going
to get his points, that's all
there is to it."
The Wildcats, who hit 38.1
per cent from the field in the
first half, improved enough
after intermission to finish with
46.1 per cent for the game.
"Going to the 1-3-1 ( zone defense) seemed to relax us in
our shooting after halftime,"
Hall said.
Kentucky, now 2-0 in the SEC
and 9-1 for the season, plays at
Auburn Saturday night. The
loss left Georgia with a 1-1 conference record and a 5-3 mark
overall.

All To Defend Title
Against Booze Dealer
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Chuck
Wenner, a liquor salesman
from Bayonne, N.J., is expected to fight for the heavyweight championship of the
world against Muhammad Ali
in Jamaica in late March.
Mike Burke, president of
Madison Square Garden Center.
said Monday that Al's manager, Herbert Muhammad,
"called me this morning and
said that he had decided to cancel the Lyle fight and expected
to take a fight with Wepner in
Jamaica.
"We had really expected to
sign tomorrow with Herbert an
agreement to fight Ron Lyle
March 24 in the Garden."
Ali was supposed to get $2
million to fight Lyle in the Garden.

Area Cage Picks
By MIKE BRANDON
HEATH at Ballard Memorial by
two
Wingo
at
CALLOWAY
COUNTY by six
CARLISLE COUNTY it Fulton
City by n
Cuba at LOWES by 17
FARMINGTON at Syrnsonia by
three
MAYFIELD at Sedalia by 23
ST. MARY at Reidiand by eight
Marshall County at MURRAY
HIGH by two
Season Record: 53-21 .726)

Muhammad mentioned $1.5
million for Ali to fight the 32year-old Wenner, who has lost
nine fights, several on cuts,
against 30 victories _ and two
draw decisions in a pro boxing
career that began in 1964.
"We're negotiating a promotion that totals $3 million," said
Muhammad.
The manager wants the AliWepner fight to be part of a
television doubleheader, with
George Foreman, who was
knocked out by All in Africa
last Oct.30, fighting on the first
half at a different location. Oscar Bonavena is being mentioned as an opponent for Foreman.
"I think Foreman needs the
exposure," the manager said,
with a rich rematch in mind.
"Arid we have to see if he can
come back. There aren't going
to be fighters who are stared of
him anymore."
Asked if he would rather
fight Lyle or Wepner, Ali said,
"I'll fight them both within five
months."
Then he began beating the
publicity drums for the fight
with Wenner, billed in some
quarters as ."the heavyweight
champion of North America."
"Airr't nobody who can call
himself champion of any
country or state while I'm the
heavyweight champion of the
world," Ali said at a commercially sponsored sports

luncheon attended by several
athletes at a midtown hotel.
Muhammad also was asked
about a showdown third fight
with former champion Joe Frazier, which probably is the biggest money fight available.
"Ali will fight Joe no later
than 1976," said Muhammad.
The 6-foot-5 Wepner, who is
32, has fought big name-fighters before, but the best-known
fighter he has beaten is Ernie
Terrell, on a 12-round decision
in 1973. He was knocked out by
Foreman in three rounds in
1969 and was knocked aul by
Sonny I.iston in 10 in 1970.
Wepner has
won eight
straight fights, four last year —
he outpointed Billy Williams,
stopped Randy Neumann, and
knocked out Charlie Polite and
Terry Hinke.

Added To Staff
CLEVELAND 1AP — The
Cleveland Indians has completed selection of its coaching
staff with appointment of Dave
Garcia and Tom McCraw,
Tribe General Manager Phil
Seghi announced Monday.
Garcia. 54, won the Texas
League's Western Division title
last year as manager of the
California Angels' El Paso
farm team.
McCraw, 34, will play as well
as coach, Seghi said. McCraw
hit .294 last year for the Angels
and the Indians.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
There were some strange
things happening in Murray
Monday night. No, there
weren't any UFO's flying
around town or anything of that
sort.
What was strange was a
basketball game played in the
Sports Arena between Murray
State arid Mississippi College:
—At halftime, the score was
only 27-26 and Murray had only
eight rebounds in the entire 20
minutes.
—In the second half, an official completely missed a
charging foul and whistled the
Infraction on Murray's Jesse
Williams, which brought a
shower of boos (not booze) on
the floor and Fred Overton off
the bench, which brought a
technical foul on the Murray

coach.
—Murray was to take the ball
out of bounds but the officials
got mixed up and gave it instead
to a Mississippi College player
who got the attention of a
teammate and threw in Inbounds to him. He drove for the
basket while seven other
players stood at the other end of
the floor. The official figured
out what was happening,
nullified the play and gave the
ball back to Murray.
--Coasting along with a 12point lead, the Racers did not
score a field goal over the final
7:52 of the game.
In addition, there were
several other unusual plays
during the game that had the
fans either laughing or booing.
And it was a puzzled crowd of
2,500 that returned, home after
watching the Racers grope their

way to a non-impressive 61-56 daunted two-man cheering
win.
section which tried time after
It was a boring first half and time again to bring the crowd to
the second half started out the life with its "Oske-wow-wow"
same until when with about five yell.
minutes gene, Overton inserted
Murray went ahead for good
6-5 senior Steve Bowers and 6-3 in the game with 13:17 left when
junior Jeff Hughes into the Grover Woolard tipped in one of
lineup.
the countless layups the Racers
And that's when things began missed. That gave Murray a 40to happen.
38 lead and Mississippi College
The Racers began playing never managed to -come any
much better ball as Bowers and closer than four points, that
Hughes brought a renewed life being in the final seconds.
into the rather lackluster
With 7:52 left in the game.
Murray defense. Several times, center Larry Moffett of Gary,
Bowers and Hughes came up Ind., scored on a five-footer and
with steals and helped the Murray led 56-49. That was the
Racers to start fastbreaks.
last field goal of the game, for
Oh, another strange thing.
Murray, that is.
Once, Murray had a four-onJesse Williams finished with
one fastbreak. Would you 17 points to pace
Murray while
believe the Racers were called Moffett, playing an outstanding
for three seconds in the lane? game, finished with 12.
That didn't please an unMoffett seemed to have much
more confidence on offense as
he connected on six of his 10
floor attempts and he picked off
a game-high nine rebounds.

NCAA To Begin Pilot Program
For National Titles For Gals
By TOM SEPPY
AP Sports Writer
WASHINGTON (API — The
National Collegiate Athletic Association will begin a pilot program, possibly this spring, to
develop national sports championships for women comparable to those now sanctioned
for men.
The NCAA Council, the or'rganization's policymaking body,
directed the NCAA's Committee
on Women's Intercollegiate
Athletics to embark on the program. It is sure to draw fire
from the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women,
the major collegiate body for
female athletes, which is-not
part of the NCAA.
The action came Monday, the
opening day of the 69th annual
NCAA convention here. The
convention honors President
Ford today by presenting him
at a luncheon with the Theodore -Roosevelt Award, )he_
NCAA's highest honor.
David Swank of Oklahoma
University, council member
and chairman of the women's
sports committee, said his
group hoped to develop a pilot
program in time for this
spring's men's track and field
and tennis c.hampionships.
He said the committee will
report in about a month on the
feasibility of the proposal.
Swank also said the committee would discuss recom:mendations for championships
in 10 other sports over the next
three years: cross country, golf
and basketball next year, field
hockey, gymnastics and softball
the following year and badminton, skiing, swimming and volleyball in the third year.
He emphasized, however,
that his committee will concentrate for the time being on
track and field and tennis and

that future possible championships "are only suggestions. We
will have to look at these to see
if any are feasible to be implemented."
The NCAA action comes at a
time when colleges are being
pressured by court decisions
and the federal government to
place a greater emphasis on
women's athletics to make
them comparable to those now
provided for men.
However, Swank said the
NCAA's action was taken only
partly as a result of the forthcoming implementation of Title
IX, the controversial federal
regulation which essentially
calls for equal treatment for
men and women in collegiate
sports.
The Department of Health,
Education and Welfare is expected to issue its final directive on Title IX at the end of
the month,
"The pressures the NCAA
has felt have been from
society," he said.

In Houston, where the Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Woman is meeting, Dr.
Lee Morrison of Madison College, AIAW president, expressed shock and disappointment when newsmen informed her of the NCAA action.
"We have been trying to
work with the NCAA to -iron out
some of the problems common
to women's athletics," she said
in a telephone interview. "If
this program is intended to replace ones women have developed, I would be very concerned and upset.
"I would say they are trying
to infringe upon opportunities
women have provided for women," Dr. Morrison said.

Edge Japan
TOKYO (AP) — The touring
Bayern Munich team of West
Germany edged the Japan Nationals I-0 in an exhibition soccer match before a crowd -of
45,000 at the National Stadium
Tuesday.

the lead but
Moffett never returned.
"We knew we could get him
back in but with about three
minutes left in the game, we
Weiit into our four-corner offense and we needed someone ifs
who could handle the ball.
"Moffett is getting better for
us every game. He needs a lot
more playing time and experience but he is definitely
coming around."
Was the game really wierd?
-They set the tempo in the
first half with their deliberate
offense and we just sort of
trailed them around the floor,"
Overton said.
"I think we're still under the
cloud of the layoff. When we get
the band, the students and all
the noise back we'll be all right.
Remember the Blue-Gold
game?
"We looked pretty dead
because the crowd was small
and there wasn't much noise.
Our past two games have been
like the Blue-Gold game,"
Henry Kinsey, sitting out 15
minutes of the final half along Overton added.
One thing for sure, the Racers
with Zech Blasingame, added 11
points while Grover Woolard next two games will be played
before plenty of noise and large
scored 10.
crowds.
Randy Clemens, a 6-1 senior
Because this Saturday night,
guard, led the Choctaws with 15
while 6-9 Danny Williams the Racers make the trip to
scored 12 and 6-10 Mike Cannon "Death Valley" as they take on
Morehead and then cm Monday
added 10.
Murray trailed for most of the play at Eastern Kentucky to
first half before finally catching kick off the Ohio Valley Conup late but falling behind again, ference season.
27-26, at intermission,
Racers
"We were flat again," Racer
fg ft pi tp
Coach Fred Overton said.
Wililamo
7 3 " 2 17
"We weren't getting any real Blasingame
1 3 1 4
defensive pressure. At halftime, Moffett
4 0 1 12
Woolard
5 0 2 10
we tried to correct our defense Kinsey
5 1 2 11
and in the second half, we tried Bowen
441 1 1
Hughes
1
3 3
to pick them up fullcourt man- Totals
27' 7 ii 61
_
to-man and use our run and
Choctaws
jump type defense.
"That's why we put Bowers
if ft pf to
and Hughes in the game. They Jones
2 1 0 5
gave us the electrifying back- C Williams
1 0 2 2
Cannon
5
0 5 10
court defense and ran the run Blanford
1 0 3 8
Clemens
and jump to perfection."
6 3 4 15
1 0 0 2
Late in the game, Moffett '
gun"
. Waltarns
6 0 1 12
picked up his fourth foul and Crawford
1 0 2 2
Nemager
so
1 0
headed toward the bench. And Totals
26 1 18 65
as soon as he was out,
Miss Co
27 261-56
Mississippi College began to Mm-ray
36 36-61

Ladies and Men's
Falland Winter Shoes
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Hooisers Vault To Top
Of College Cage Poll
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By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Boyish-faced Bobby Knight,
the fiery competitor who -made
aggressive nose-to-nose defense
his coaching trademark, has
guided Indiana to the top of the
college basketball world.
The unbeaten Hoosiers, who
.wrin their 13th -game of the season Monday night, are ranked
No. 1 iii this week's Associated
Press college basketball poll,
announced today.
IT-Marks the culmination of
an effort begun four years ago
by Knight, when he left the
head coaching job at Army to
take the post at Indiana.
The Hoosiers, rated No. 2 last
week, took over the top rung on
the ladder from defending national champion North Carolina
State, which was Upset by
Wake Forest 83-78 Friday night.
Indiana received 36 firstplace votes and a total of 1,020
points from a nationwide panel
of sports writers and broadcasters. Second was undefeated
UCLA, which drew 14 top votes
and 988 points. Louisville, another unbeaten club, received
the remaining two first-place
votes and 776 points, good for
third place over- Nr.—State,
which got 762 points.
Each of the three unheatens
climbed one notch from last

7
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6
5

3'
2
2 1
0 4
0 2
1 2

3
27 7 16

fg ft pi tp
2 1
I 0
5 0
40
6 3
1 0
6 0
1 0
0 0
26 4

zr

0
2
5
3
4
0
1
2
1
16

5
2
10
8
15
2
12
2
0
X

2A-56
X 35.-61

:tiOn

By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty, with firstplace votes in parentheses, season records and total points.
Points tabulated on basis of 2018-16-14-12-10-9-8-etc.:
LIndiana (36)
12-0 1,020
2.UCLA (14)
10-0
988
3.1,ouisville (2)
776
8-0
4.N.C. St.
762
9-1
5.Maryland
9-1
558
6.S. Calif.
10-1
502
7.Kentucky
8-1
479
8.4labarna
7-1
429
9.0regon
9-0
425
10.Arizona
10-1
221
11.Michigan
9-1
206
12.Arizona St.
11-1
171
13.Marquette
6-2
150
14.1.aSalle
10-1
93
15.N. Carolina
5-3
70
16.S. Carolina
6-3
66
17.Minnesota
9-1
36
18.Tennessee
7-1
26
19.Providence
7-3
24
tieWake Forest
7-3
24
Others receiving votes, listed
alphabetically: Bradley, California, Centenary, Central
Michigan, DePaul, Florida St.,
Fordham, Houston, Illinois St.,
Kansas, Memphis St., Miami,
Minnesota, New Mexico St.,
Notre Dame, Oregon St., Penn,
Penn St., Purdue Rutgers, St.
John's N.V.',
Francisco,
Southern Illinois, Tennessee,
Texas-El Paso, Utah, Washington.

Ken Stabler And Joe Greene
Named As NFL Top Players

-

fg ft pf

week. Balloting is based on
games played through last Saturday, and at that time Indiana
was 12-0, UCLA 10-0, Louisville
8-0 and N.C. State 9-1.
Maryland, 9-1, grabbed fifth
place with 558 points, up from
seventh after a week in which
the Terps beat rugged Notre
Dame. Southern California, 101,
which lost to Fordham in the
final of the ECAC Holiday Festival, dropped one spot to sixth
with 502 points.
Kentucky, 8-1, climbed two
spots to seventh with 479
points; Alabama, 7-1, dropped
two notches to eighth with 429;
Oregon, 9-0, climbed two places
to ninth with 425, and Arizona,
10-1, rounded out the top ten
with 221 points, up from 14th
place a week ago.
Indiana took the championship of the Rainbow Classic by
beating Hawaii 69-52 last Monday, then beat Michigan State
107-55 in the game in which 10
black Michigan State players
did not participate. The Hoosiers made it 13-0 by whipping
Michigan 90-76 Monday night.
The Hoosiers were co-champions of the Big Ten last year
when they compiled a 23-5
record, won the Collegiate
Commissioners
Association
tourney and were rated ninth in
last year's final AP poll.

.By HAL pock
AP Spells'Wrtter
NW YORK ( AP) — Oakland
quarterback Ken Stabler and
Mean Joe Greene, defensive
tackle of the Pittsburgh Steelers, were named the National
Football League's top players
by The Associated Press today.
A nationwide panel of sports

Pacific Drubs
Morehead 86-71
STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) —
Five players for the University
of Pacific scored in double figures as the Tigers easily defeated Morehead State of Kentucky 86-71 in a nonconference
basketball game Monday night.
Pacific led twice in the second half by 25 points.
The Tigers built up a ninepoint lead in the opening six
minutes of the game, with Myron Jordan scoring six straight
points. He finished with a
game-high 18, followed by
teammates Chad Meyer 17,
Gary Dean 12, Ron James 14,
and Leonard Armato 12.
Ted Hundley also scored 18
points for the Morehead State
Eagles, and Ken Sansbury
added 15.
Pacific led 52-27 early in second half, but Morehead then
outscored the Tigers 19-7 over
six minutes to narrow the gap
to 13 points. UOP widened the
gap again to 25 points, 81-56,
before substituting with 31.2
minutes to play.
Morehead St.(711
Hundky 90.0 la, Salsbury 4 7-7 15, Williams 24.76. Johnson 2 24 6. Russell 224 6, Hopson 3 0-1 6. Washington 2 2-2 6.
Coleman 1 2-2 4. Pearson 1 0-0 2. Totals
* 19-28
Pacific rat)
Jordan I 2-4 18. Meyer 7 3-3 17, James
6 24 14. Armato 5 2-2 12, Dean 6 0-0 11,
Baker 2 04 1, Trotter 0 4-5 4, Palmer 0 22 2. Westover 0 2-2 2. Finiemeier 0 1-3 1
Totals 34 16-g7.
Halftone Pacific 42, Morehead St 72
Total fouls: Morehead St. Et, Pacific El.
Fouled out: Baker. Technical: Armato,
Morehead Coach Schalou. A: 2,000.

writers and broadcasters chose
"Stabler the Offensive Player of
the Year, -And gave defensive
honors to Greene based on their
performances during the 1974
NFI. regular season.
Stabler, a left-hander, led the
Raiders to the American Conference West Division championship. He passed for 2,469
yards and a league-leading 26
touchdowns, completing 57.4
per cent of his attempts.
It was Stabler's last-minute
scoring pass that gave Oakland
its first-round playoff victory
and
eliminated
defending
champion Miami. A week later,
the Raiders were knocked off
by Greene and the Steelers in
the
American
Conference
championship game.
Greene, long the menace of
opposing quarterbacks, threw
passers for losses eight times
during the regular season, leading the Steelers to a leaguehigh 52 sacks. He helped Pittsburgh compile the best defensivcstatistics in the AFC — a
yield of only 219.6 yards per
game.
His selection marked the second time Greene has been

By The Associated Press
As if the Buffalo Braves don't
have enough problems of their
own, a rejuvenated Billy Cunningham has added to their
woes.
Cunningham scored 24 points
to lead the Philadlephia 76ers
to a 101-95 triumph over the
Braves Monday night. The loss,
Buffalo's fourth in'six games,
dropped the Braves one game
behind first-place Boston in the

In all probability 1975 will generally be
a healthier year for most everyone, for in
each passing year we see new medicines perfected and new medical techniques developed.
There is always the chance that this will
be one year that will ere a breakthrough in
finding the cure for one of the killer diseases
that still plague mankind.
But, good health doesn't necessarily just
happen. You have to do your part to help. We
suggest that you resolve today that you will
not neglect your health. Schedule a checkup
with your doctor. Act early at any signs of an
Illness, We resolve we will do everything we
can ethically to help you and your family in
the pursuit of good health.

fslpen On Sno‘t.,,.y%
from 1:00p.m. until 5:00p.m.
Delivery—No
Service Charge
Free
Open 69 Hours Per Weelt
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists
-

753-1340

Clinic Pharmacy
.r.nuey cerisp, R.Mi.
Darold Keller, I.P.
Stove Compton, R.Ph.
104 N.

Voting for defensive honors
was much closer. Greene won
it with 13 votes, barely topping
Philadelphia linebacker Bill
Bergey, who had 11. Also making strong showings were linebacker Ted Hendricks of Green
Bay with seven votes, tackle
Alan Page of Minnesota and
cornerback Ernmitt Thomas of
Kansas City with six each, and
Greene's Pittsburgh teammate,
L.C. Greenwood, with five.
Miami safety Dick Anderson,
last year's winner, had just one
vote this season.

Billy Cunningham Back
And Braves Found Out

A HEALTHY 1975
IT'S REALLY UP TO YOU!

•

named the top defensive performer. He also was chosen by
the AP panel in 1972.
Stabler was a heavy pick in
the voting with 29 votes, easily
outdistancing Denver's Otis
Armstrong, the NFL rushing
champion, who had 14 votes,
and running back Terry Metcalf of the St. Louis Cardinals,
who had 12. Last year's Offensive Player of the Year was
Buffalo's O.J. Simpson, who received just one vote in this
year's balloting.

Murra

Ky 42071

(RV
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Atlantic Division of the National Basketball Association.
"Cunningham has been playing exceptional basketball,"
said 76ers Coach Gene Shue.
"Lately he's been much stronger and has been rebounding
very well and playing harder.
He's made quite a difference in
our team."
The Braves, meanwhile, have
been slumping. They are still
without injured playmaker Ernie DiGregorio, and Gar Heard,
'or solid forward, is also side'We're hurting because of in.ries," said Buffalo Coach
Ramsay, "and we're geti.Ing outrebounded and that's a
critical part of the game."
They were outrebounded 59-42
by the Sixers.
The Buffalo-Philadelphia encounter was the only NBA
game of the night. In the lone
ABA contest, the San Antonio
Spurs beat the Utah Stars
11392.
The lead changed hands 24
times in the Braves-76ers contest, but the Sixers led from
midway through the third period. They padded the margin to
11 points late in the game and
iefrrieill Orf -a 'rare
ly.
Buffalo star Bob McAdoo,
who fouled out with 5:14 left,
was limited to 19 points.
Spurs 113, Stars 92
James Silas poured in 36
points for the Spurs and Rich
Jones added 31. San Antonio
(outscored Utah 42-21 in the final period, breaking away from
a 71-71 tie after three quarters.
Hon Boone led Utah with 22
points.
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Milk And Honey Once
Again For Spartans

Middle School Takes
Pair From East Lakers

By ALEX SACHARE
this week and which raised its
season record to 13-0 by whipAP Sports Writer
"We wanted to show the fans ping Michigan 90-76 in a match—we wanted to play basketball up of last year's Big Ten cochfor Michigan State. We can ampions Monday night.
play spirited basketball ...
The Hoosiers shot a stunning
The Murray • Middle School shots.
- ----..when we play, but not when we 61.8 per cent from the field, the
Tigers continued both their
lee Hopkins paced the
walk out.
second best mark in the
perfect seasons Monday night winners with 12 while Thomas
Gus Ganakas, the basketball school's history. The only betas both the seventh and eighth Kendall added 10. McCuiston
coach at Michigan State who ter shooting game was a 63.3
grade boys teams grabbed took game honors by scoring 14, has been at the center of a rag- effort against Ohio State in
wins.
10 of which came in the third
ing controversy for the past 1959.
In the seventh grade contest, period.
week, had plenty reason to be
Forward Steve Green scored
the host Tigers cruised to a 37-21
At one point in the third
elated.
26 points for the Hoosiers, inwin while in the eighth grade quarter, the
left-handed
His team, bolstered by the re- cluding 20 in the second half.
game, Murray nipped East shooting McCuiston popped in
turn of 10 black players who Scott May added 20 and reserve
Calloway 36-26.
four consecutive 25-footers.
had walked out before Satur- John Laskowski netted 19.
East moved out to a 5-3 lead in
In the rebounding depart- day's 107-55 drubbing at the Green sank 10 of 13 from the
a rather slow first period of the ment, Hopkins had IS, Jeff
hands of Indiana, came up with field, Laskowski seven of 10.
seventh grade contest before Kursave 12 and Jon Alexander
a solid effort and beat Ohio
Elsewhere among the top 20,
Murray Middle roared back in 11.
State 88-84 Monday night for No. 7 Kentucky tripped Georgia
second
the
period and outscored
The coaching staff of the
their first Big Ten victory of 96-77, No. 8 Alabama got by No.
the Lakers 11-4 to take a 14-9 Tigers gave special recognition
the season.
18 Tennessee 62-78, No. 10 Ariedge at intermission.
to Jon Alexander, Lee Hopkins,
Lindsay Hairston, who led zona edged Northern Arizona
Then in the third period, the Jeff Kursave and Thomas Saturday's walkout, topped the 76-77, No. 13 Marquette deLakers were bombed 17-5 in the Kendall.
Spartans with 26 points, Terry feated San Diego State 58-54,
frame and Murray zipped to a
The win leaves the eighth
Furlow added 19 and Pete No. 16 South Carolina beat
31-14 lead.
grade Tigers with a 6-0 season
Davis had 12.
Fordham 94-67 and No. 17 MinBradley Wells paced the slate.
The victory, after two losses nesota trounced Illinois 75-47.
winners with 14 points while
Both Tiger teams will play at in Big Ten play, apparently
Bob Guyette hit three conNicky Swift scored nine. Rose Mayfield Thursday.
quelled dissension that hit the secutive inside shots midway
led the losers with five markers.
The seventh grade contest tearn Saturday, when all 10 through the second half to lead
In the rebounding depart- will begin at 6 p.m.
black players walked out of a Kentucky, 9-1, past Southment, Bradley Wells pulled
meeting and were suspended.
eastern Conference rival Geor_
Seyenth Qrade
down 19 white Swift pulled eight East
"Tonight I locked the doors gia.
5 4 5 7-21
rebounds off the boards. The
of
the
dressing room before I
Georgia led until Guyette's
Murray
3 11 17 6-37
Tiger coaching staff gave
announced the starting line- tip-in with 11:27 remaining put
special recognition to Bradley
ups,"
said
Ganakas with a Kentucky ahead 60-59. Guyette
East ( 211—Barnett 4, EmWells and to Bo Reed for his fine
then tapped in another shot and
rnerson 4, Cook 4, Rose 5, Taylor smile.
reserve role play.
Freshman
forward Jeff hit a layup to give the Wildcats
2.and Sanders 2.
- The wini. le-Si/es -MO sevellth
Tropf,
ifie
unwitting
cause
of
a 64-60 advantage, and Georgia
Murray i 37)—Bogard 4,
grade Tigers with a 6-0 season
Daniels 2, Reed 6, Swift 9, the walkout when Ganakas an- scored only four points during
record.
nounoed
that
he
planned
to
the next five minutes as the
Timer 2, B. Wells 14, Guthrie,
In the eighth grade contest,
Harmon, Miles,
Rollins, start him against Indiana, re- Wildcats rolladalasa4-6234, ---Murray galloped to a 15-3 first
rousing
ceived
a
ovation
from
..,
Kevin Grevey of Kentucky
Thurman and C. Wells.
period lead and coasted to a 12the home crowd with every efall •re with 32 points, 18
point win.
Eipth Grade
fort. He wound up with Mx
Guyette
At halftime, the Tigers led 24- East
3 5 12 6-26 points and 11 rebounds.
Murray
15 9 6 8-38
After a meeting Sunday
Char
a seaIn the third period, Calloway
morning, the players were rein- son-high
Alamanaged to cut into the margin
East ( 261—McCuiston 14, stated and Ganakas called it bama, 8-1, beat Tennessee in
and made the game much Cunningham 3, Elliot 4, Cohoon "just a misunderstanding."
another Southeastern Confercloser but could not overcome 5, Dedmon, Parrish, Outland,
The Spartans, 7-3, jumped to ence game. The VoLs dropped
the Tiger cushion.
Long, Sanders and Von a 50-36 halftime lead and held
7-2.to
The key for the Tigers was the Schoech.
off a Buckeye comeback which
Freshman Bernard King hit
offensive rebounding as several
Murray (38)—Alexander 6, closed the margin to two points for 30 points for Tennessee and
times in the contest the Tigers Cohoon 2, Harcourt 6, Hopkins late in the game.
Ernie Grunfeld dropped in 28.
got inside position under their 12, Kendall 10, Kursave 2, Gibbs
"The whole first half was one
Bob Elliott scored 22 points
own boards and put up missed and Perry.
of the best performances we and —Arizona held off a late
ever had," ,
Gotiap&k:s said. "No Northern Arizona rally.
matter who
t out there,
Arizona fell behind 45-35 earthey blended well together."
ly in the second half, but tied
One team which has had no the score at 57-57. Arizona
trouble with togetherness is In- pulled ahead for the first time
diana, which has been together when Gilbert Myles stole the
enough to move into the top ball and scored on a layup_
North
and
Southwest while Lawrence and Coursey
spot in the national rankings Northern Arizona tied it on a
Calloway split a pair of each had six.
basketball games played
In the seventh grade boys
Monday night at Southwest.
game-, North roared to a 10-4
In the seventh grade boys lead at the end of the first
game, North romped to an easy period, led 29-16 at intermission
54-32 win while in the eighth and coasted on to the win.
grade girls game, Southwest
The scoring was unbelievably
shocked North 29-28 in a balanced for the winners with
thrilling overtime contest.
Edwards leading the way with
North was plagued with fouls 11, Thorne added 10, Paschall
from the word go in the girls and Graham eight apiece,
game.
Lamb seven and Fun- six. Scott
Both Stephanie Wyatt and rounded out the attack with
Sheila Lawrence got into foul four.
trouble in the first quarter and
Rogers led the losers with 13
spent much of the game on the while Smotherman scored 11.
bench, which was very costly to
Seventh Boys
the North team.
10 19 16 9-54
At the end of the first quarter. North
4 12 8 8-32
Southwest led 6-1 and at half- Southwest
North 1 54 1—Edwards II,
time, the teams were still
playing on even terms with Thorne 10, Paschall 8, Graham
8,Lamb 7, Furr 6, Scott 4, Todd,
Southwest leading 14-9.
The third quarter was all Bibb, McClure, Scruggs,
North as they outscored South- Darnall, Feltner, Rule and
west 11-4 and moved out to a Starks.
Southwest (32)—Rogers 13.
two-point lead entering the final
Burger Chef's Big Shef • . The giant of a
Srnotherman 11, Stubblefield 4.
stanza.
sandwich with two all b••1 patties, a slice of
But before the game was Overby 4, Williams, Seiting,
cheese, shredded lettuce and tartar sauc• all
over, North lost Wyatt, Starlcs, Perry, Barger, Jackson and
on a special Big Thief Bun, crisp golden fries,
Lawrence, Turner and Greene Pittinger.
a luscioui turnover and a refreshing soft
via the foul route while Eddrink, all at a special low price.
Eighth Girls
wards had four.
North
1 8 11 6 1-28
Reg. St 30
The heroics in the overtime Southwest
6 8 4 8 3-25
belonged to Carol Cooper and
North
(281—Wyatt
7,
Shelia McKenzie. Cooper hit a Lawrence 6, Coursey 6, Starks
bucket that tied the game and 2, Turner 2, Conner 2, Greene 2,
then with four seconds left in the Locke 1, Ahart, McKinney,
contest, McKenzie hit a charity Dowdy, Edwards and Brandon.
toss to give Southwest the win
Southwest )291—McKenzie 12,
McKenzie paced the winners Kemp 10, Bailey 2, Cooper 3,
with 12 while Karol Kemp added Hutson 2, Phillips, Potts and
10. For North, Wyatt had seven Murdock.

Southwest And North
Split Iva Cage Games

long jumper by David Hillman,
but Elliott made a free throw
15 seconds later to put the
Wildcats out in front to stay 6059.
In other major games, Purdue beat Iowa 63-54, Niagara
nipped DePaul 64-63, Illinois
State outscored Oral Roberts
107-98, Kansas defeated St.
Louis 79-72, Houston edged
Dayton 86-85, Duquesne downed
Canisius 84-74, UT-Chattanooga
outran Western Florida 133-100,
Jacksonville defeated Georgia
Southern 94-78, Vanderbilt
topped Mississippi State 96-85
and Hawaii beat Grarnbling
106-94.
In the first round of the Senior Bowl, Texas beat Louisiana
Tech 81-68 and South Alabama
topped Virginia Military. In the
opening round of the Hatter
Classic, American U. defeated
Southern Mississippi 83-76 and
Stetson tripped Lehigh 72-57.
Kentucky State, the nation's
top-ranked epllege division
team, battled back from a sixpoint halftime deficit to defeat
Wabash 78-69 behind Gerald
Cunningham's 26 points.

College Calendar
By The Associated Pre.
Monday's Games
Kentucky 96 Georgia 77
Murray 61 kbassazippi Coll X
Pacific U Morehead 71
State 71 Wabash0
se=
ita c
41-0•11dend illy* St Sonswetsre 0 Thomas More al
Tuesky's Games
Cincinnati at Louisville
Pikeville at Cumberland
ra=loStims
Wednesday
6
Marshall at Eaatern Ky
Northern Ky at Ky Wesleyan
lnd Came* Si Bellarmine
Berea et Transylvania
Thersday's Gaines
Louisville at West Texas St
Campbellsville at Oakland Clty
Union at Georgeto•rn
Uncoin at Kentucky State

Charges Dismissed
CHARLOTTE, N.C. i AP
Fraud eharges were dismissed
Monday against Peter Brennan,
second leading scorer on the
University of North Carolina
basketball team which won the
national college championship
in 1957.
The charges grew out of
claims that invoices understated the value of pants imported by companies controlled
by Brennan, defrauding the federal government of customs
duties.

Come to
Family Fun Night
Burger Chef.

WEDNESDAY STARTING AT 4 O'CLOCK
FOR MOM and DAD

Plus —

Balloons,
Hand Puppets
and lots
more.

99C

Johnny Rutherford Is
Named Driver Of Year
BURBANK, Calif. I API
drivers Richard Petty of level
Johnny Rutherford, winner of Cross, N.C. and David Pearson
both the Indianapolis and Po- of Spartanburg, S.C.; Mario
con() 500-mile races, was named Andretti of
Nazareth, Pa.; CallDriver of the Year by the fornia stock car racy- Ray,E1414e061'aq -%te•RaPille-Writri.
,
'""eiet'Or'''Cureetlitri;O ttirraFir
and Broadcasters in announr- Pete
Gregg DU Jacksonville,
ing their 10-man All-American Fla.
and drag racing chamracing team.
pions Don Garlits of Seffner,
The Texan was the leading Fla. and
Don Prudhomme of
vote-getter and was named to Granada Hills,
Calif.
the team for the first time
along with USAC champion
Funeral Today
Bobby Miser, who won the Cal- , NEW ORLEANS AP - F'ri•
ifornia 500 atOntario, Calif.
vale funeral services were
The other first-time member planned here today for Claude
was sprint cat- driVer Jan Op- "Little Monk" Simons, 61, a
perman of BeaVer Crossing, former Tut:me University athNeb.
letic great.and New Orleans
Also picked were stOck car sports activist.

•

For Kids; it's FUNMEAL
A COMPLETE MEAL
At A Low Family
Fun Hite Price
20svir BS

VOW*

.59

There more to like
at Burger Chet

Murray-Mayfield

1:,..%7•1•"1-"•`:=1:111:11,11.121:1
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Less Than Half Of Government
Gold Offered Sells At Auction
WASHINGTON (API - The auctioning 2 nulhon ounces of
government's great gold auc- gold, it received bids on only
tion was a flop in selling gold 954,800 ounces and accepted
but it proved that Americans bids for just 750,000 ounces.
In addition, it appeared that
have kept their common sense,
most of the gold was bought by
officials say.
In the U.S. Treasury gold foreign banks. The biggest bid
for about 400,000 ounces
auction, demand was less than
had generally been antici- ligroin the Dresdner Bank of
pated," said a Treasury De- New York, a subsidiary of a
partment statement Monday - major West German bank.
Two Swiss banks also were
and that was an underamong the major bidders. The
statement in itself,
Although the government was complete list of successful bid-

Crossword Puzzler
2 Appellation of
Athena
3 Fame
4 Growing out
of
5 Strike
6 Contunctfon
7 Damp
8 Sobs
9 Tell
10 Newspaper
paragraph
11 Articles ot
furniture
16 Harvest
18 Sea in Asia
22 Substance
23 Waterway
24 Beverage
25 Flying mammal
27 Noise
29 Parcei of land
30 Encountered

ACROSS
1 Peel
M what manners
8 Baby s bed
12 Danisn
measure
13 Anger
14 Nerve net ...fon,
15 Leave
17 Followed
closely
19 Fried lightly
in hot fat
20 PaPer
measure
21 Athlefic
group •
23 Hurl
24 Man s
nickname
26 Foot lever
28 &soda tree
31 Note ol
scale
32 Metal
33 Faroe Islands vehtrtweld
34 Greek letter
38 Tnte
38 Unit of

I

2

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

MA5E lagaP UM@
AMMaiA ffEclaNMO
Z0021.132 OMA74
USRA ".4- MAW
ERAN.T02 Q0
OM UM MOO
MS MNBSOA UPO
OMM
MUT
MU74M EINMEC1M
MMUsiaAU DUEAM
MOVM EIL.427A
MOM MOOS NMS0
35 Ptaces for
000.1
36 essen
37 Condescending look
38 Garland
40 Slaves
42 Svgn ol

3 I$::::5

12 II

:•;.)l3

15

is

7

6

zodiac
Shellfish
Regulation
TransaCtion
Otherwise
Hurried
Wager
Note of scale
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43
44
46
47
49
50
53

40**:
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s.amese
39
41
43
45
48
50
--___ LSI
52
54
55
56
57
1

currency
Actual
Spare
To of wave
Wipe out
Sprinle,
Pertaining to
die bride
Wsnos
_
Cost
Lampreys
Geri s
ruck mune
Openvootk
fabnc
P.ta,1 duck
DOWN
positrons
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s
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74 25
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ders was to be made public
day.
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Many Vets
To Receive
12% Increase

frfiggar
rem s

use the

Except for bids from a few
Nearly 2.3 million veterans
U.S. industries and banks, most
and survivors will receive, 12
bids from Americans were for
per cent increases in their
a single 400-ounce bar of gold,
monthly
Veterans
Adthe minimum amount being
ministration checks and 6,537
2 Notice
'auctioned by the Treasury.
severely disabled Cold War
The minimum bid price acveterans will be eligible for
cepted by the government was
SUICIDE. Feel this is the only
$3,000 automobile grants as a
$153 an ounce, considerably beway out? Call NEEDLINE 753result of two bills signed by
low world market gold prices,
6333.
President Ford.
_
although a few bids ranged as
These increases are in adhigh as $185 an ounce.
dition to the increased GI Bill
The gold sold Monday will
ADVERTISING
education allowances that
bring the government more
DEADLINES
became law December 3, VA
than $100 million in revenue.
All display ads, classified
Administrator Richard L.
Treasury Secretary William
display
and
regular
Roudebush said.
E.Simon expressed delight that
display, must be submitted'
The 12 per cent increase
Americans did not buy up all
by 12 noon, the day before
applies to pensions for veterans
the gold at sharply higher
publication.
who have become disabled from
prices.
All reader classifieds
nonservice connected causes
cabinet level appointees were sworn into office Friday, Jan. 3 by Chief Justice, Earl T.
Six
new
that
proves
"It once again
must be submitted by 4
and to their widows and
Kentucky Court of Appeal. Standing behind Gov. Julian Carroll in the goverOsborne
of
the
good
people
are
a
the American
p.m. the day before
children. Increased also were
nor's office are Judge Osborne; Billy Paxton, secretary of the Department of Transportation;
deal smarter than many people
publication.
payments to dependent parents John Stanley Hoffman, secretary of the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental
Simon
credit
for,give them
of veterans who died or were
Protection; John C Roberts, commissioner of the Bureau of Highways; Dr. Dee Ashley Akers, sallIWIMININWwwwowasessewsweisre
said at a news conference.
totally and
permanently
secretary of the Development Cabinet C. Leslie Dawson, secretary of the Department for
Of the 219 valid bids received__ disabled from service conby the General Services Admin- nected causes. The payments, Human Resource* and Dr. Truett A. Ricks, commissioner of state police.
6 Help Wanted
istration, 100 were accepted. called pension and
dependency
The successful bidders will be and indemnity compensation,
THIS AREA now available for
able to pick up their gold at the were last increased on January
sales and service of ElecU.S. Assay Office in New York I, 1974 by 10 per cent.
trolux. For full details write or
or at U.S. mints in Denver and
This year's 12 per cent inapply, Ill South 6th St.
San Francisco, after paying the crease began January 1,
Paducah, Ky. Phone 443-6460.
and
full amount of their bids.
will be reflected for the first
Americans gained the right to time in checks
received
POSITION AVAILABLE for
own gold for the first time in 41 _February
-part time courier driver,
years on Dec. 31. Hilt the 'small
The other measure broadens
Requires high school diploma,
quantity of gold actually being eligibility for automobile
- no accident record, age of 21 -grants- - - --bought has caused the price of to include veterans who
'Ilthough
to
Many
make
the
move
in
WINCHESTER
order
to
industries
Ky.
have
(AP)sufminimum, drivers education
gold to drop from a high of $200 fered loss of both
laid off employes for a few
hands or both A committee of industrial exec- Insure enough gas for home
certificate. Please apply in
an ounce to as low as $169 on feet-or loss of their use-due
days at a time. Some lengthutives
heating.
begins
an
all-out
drive
in
to
person at P. S. R., 205 South
the London gold market in re- military service between
Richardson said his com- ened the Christmas holiday for
World nine Central Kentucky counties
6th Street, Murray, Ky, 42071
cent days.
this
example.
mittee
week
first
studied
to
have
the
a
report
inpublic
War II and the Korean Conflict.
The 2 million ounces of gold Total cost of the two
some of the smauei
measures conserve natural gas to help dicating that homes and busi- "But
Nt2.1)ED - SOMEONE to sell- —
offered by the Treasury repre- will be about $1 billion.
protect some 100,030 jobs.
nesses use about 75 per cent of dustries *are&ôiisng".. Te
Watkins Products. Call 753sented less than 1 per cent of
"By the middle of the week, available gas while industry competitive because of the
Chicken bouillon made from we'll have bumper stickers, uses 25 per cent.
5550.
the total U.S. gold reserves of
higher cost of alternate fuel
278 million ounces. The unsold cubes is less expensive than door stickers and thermostat
Using that ratio, Richardson and could be forced to close
1,250,000 ounces from the auc- canned chicken broth; use the stickers ready for distribution," said, a saving of 10 per cent by down if it keeps up," Richardbouillon
in
a
sauce
or
a
soup
tion will be kept in the official
homes and businesses would son said.
when the chicken flavor is not Thomas Richardson, chairman
reserves.
of the committee, said.
"For example, I know of one
mean 30 per cent more for inof paramount importance.
industry - and I won't name it
dustry.
The idea is to have thermosApply in Person
"'There are about 20,000 em- -that has spent $100,000 on altats in homes and businesses ployes in the 37 industries in ternate fuel while another less
after 4:00 p.m.
set back to 67 degrees, which the nine counties affected by than 100 miles away and in the
-1
"--Richardson said could mean 30 the gas Cittback and we esti- 'same business had no such exTem
'
s
per cent more gas for industri- mate there are about four sup- tra costs," he said.
Hwy. 641 N
also
al use.
portive jobs for every industrial
Richardson said there
The Central Kentucky Energy one," Richardson said.
are some industries such as
Committee was formed late
"That means we're talking glassrnaking and some food
last month after Columbia Gas about 100,000 livelihoods that preparation that can't use al- 12 Irsura'nce
of Kentucky announced an 85 could be affected by this ternate fuel under any circum•
per cent reduction in its gas al- thing," he added.
stances.
Mobile Home insurance
location for industrial users.
So far, there have been no
He said his .committee was
I WI514 YOU'D GET
Seasonal residences or year
Columbia said it was forced massive shutdowns in the area, concerned SIM the public might
round
THESE CRACKS IN
not believe the gas shortage is
THE WALL
Wilson insurance
affecting alternate fuels and
PIXED
that sometimes you can't get
202 S. 40,
Ph-753-3263
them at any price," he said.
Perhaps the most effective of
the committee's promotional
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - committee will make no en- stickers is the one for thermosFor the first time in the history dorsements but indicated that tats.
of the state Republican Party a being interviewed could be
"In my own home," Richardsearch committee was created helpful- to a candIdatet' britieS: SO11-8a1d,-*T5etthe thermostat
rwereii 44,4ww,r.'
ere
Monday to interview candidates
"The search committee is at 67 degrees but the kids
seeking the GOP nominations prepared to send out informa- sometimes push it up a little.
for governor and lieutenant tion on potential candidates to
"The thermostat sticker is a
governor.
- ---- the grass-roots organizations," little silver thing, about the size
Larry Van Hoose, executive Van Hoose explained. "These of a quarter, that adhers to the
director of the Republican state are influential people on the thermostat so there's' no tamexecutive committee, said the search committee. They're pering with it."
group will conduct in-depth in- leaders, and if they're imterviews and distribute its find- pressed with somebody, it's obings on those who file for of- vious that as individuals they
could go out and get some supfice.
The committee will hold its port for them."
first meeting here Saturday
The committee will have
and is expected to talk with about 30 members, representabout 30 persons but Van Hoose ing all parts of the state, and 3. Card Of Thanks
will be headed by GOP Nationdeclined to name them.
He said the interviews will be al Committee members Edwin
"The Hafford Pasehalls"
closed to the news media but Middleton of Louisville and Sixty-five years seems quite a
the times of interviews will be Mrs. Charles Barton of Corbin.
long while, for two lieeple to
Asked the need for such a
announced so that individuals
weather and continue to smile.
committee, Van Hoose said,
may be questioned afterward.
The memories you carry,
Van Hoose said results of the "the feeling is, frankly, until
must be quite great. No
The sooner you cell,
interviews "will be turned over we clear the logjam at the top
wonder that day, you would
the sooner you save.
to the state central committee of the ticket, we won't be able
celebrate.
and, depending upon the poten- to bring the other offices into The love you have shared, the
Ronnie Ross
tial candidates' wishes, made focus. I've talked with several
sorrows you've carried. As
210
E. Main
public or held by the committee people who've said they're intime has slipped by, since you
to be made public at such time terested in running for lesser
two were married. The 75 Phone 753-0489
offices I depending on who's
as they would announce."
summers and winters, the
He added that the executive leading the ticket,"
springs and the falls. The
times in late evening, when 14. Want To Buy
whipporwills called.
The sunsets you've watched, Ss
twilight drew near. The green WANT TO BUY--,Good used
small car. Call 753-3570.
of God's earth, blooming year
after year. The stars in the
Two evening courses in Economics 231 will include
sky, the moon up above, Have GOOD MECHANICAIA.Y sound
economics for undergraduate presentations on the concepts of
used car for $100. Call 753-9339.
Witnessed I'm sure, the depth
students will be offered during supply, demand, market
of your love.
the spring semester at Murray organization and micro policy The children you've reared, in
WANTED - USED guitar or
State University, acute ding to questions.
bad times and good, Are a
banjo. Call 753-6863.
Registration for evening and
Dr. Howard Giles, department
tribute to you and how you
Saturday classes is scheduled
chairman.
have stood. Kindness and
He listed the courses as: from 8 a. m. to noon Saturday, goodness have walked by your FOLD DOWN Camper trailer,
sleeping capacity of 4 or 6
Economics 190, Consumer Jan. 11, in the Waterfield
side, There's evidence great
persons. Call 767-2753
Economics, on Tuesdays; and Student Union Building.
from friends who confide.
Giles also announced a new The
Economics 231, Principles of
example you've set, by.
Economics II, on Thursdays. course entitled Economics 245, your lives on earth, Has
told a GOOSE HUNTING reserEach course carries three Environmental Economics, to great story "How man earns
vations at Ballard County
sernestreehours- of veskliressul meet 'during -Utriai-2•9T...:56,4 - Mauages9Rwt- - •
Writtl&Vritifferffroffiersr'
will meet from 6 to 9 p. m. in Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8- and sharing God's love,
Area. Call 753-5570.
Room 308 of the Business to 9:15 a. m., also for three Preparing each
day,
your
.
semester hours of credit..
Building.
home up aboVe.
15 Articles For Sale
To be taught by Dr. Leonard
The class on consumer
So continue the walk, . you two
economics, to be taught by Bill Elzie, the class will discuss the
started that day, When you 1974 135 MASSEY Ferguson
Pinkston, is designed to assist causes of environmental decay
• vowed to each other, till(death
with 8 hours. Bought New in
developing and look at public policies that
in
students
you would stay. Keep showing
June. Phone 489-2425.
un- can be designed to combat the
budgets,
household
the world, what true love can
derstanding product guaran- deterioration -of the en- Mean,
Ipay tribute to you, for IF CARPETS look
home vironment.
minimizing
dull and
tees,
the kindness I've seen.
'
dreary remove spots as they
The regular registration for
ownership operation costs,
With highest esteem
appear
with
Blue
with
other
spring classes will be Thursday.
Lustre, Rent
buying, and dealing
. Chester Reeder
electric shampooer, $1.00. Big
aspects of consumer economics. Jan. 9, and Friday, Jan. 10,
Jan.
7,1975
K,
Bel-Air
micro
theory,
Shopping
Owmed with
from it a. m...to 4 p. m.
.Center.

WANTADS

100,000-Jobs At Stake

Central Kentucky Counties
n Gas Conservation Drive

Waitress
Wanted

Pizza

YES--BUT IDLIKE
MORE
PRIVACY

I DON'T
LIKE TO BE
STARED AT

c:11

Search Committee Created To
Interview Republican Hopefuls

BEETLE BAILEY

If you're a
good driver
i can
_probably
save you
money on car.
insurance.

14AVEN'T "/OU
ADDED UP TAAT
COLUMN OF
FI&UREE
ZERO

Economics Courses Slated
In Evening At University
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23. Exterminating

GOOD KNIT dresses, size 16's.
Dress shoes, size 8B. $3.00
each. 753-1733.

.ssified
egular
mitted
before
sifieds
by 4
before

111111111111111116

table for
of Eleci write or
6th St.
443-6460.
BLE for
driver,
diploma,
sere of 21
Klucation
apply in
!OS South
(y. 42071

m to sell
Call 753-

ante

Of

yeer

IICe

L 733-320

er,
car

__CUSTOM ... MATTRESSES for
hoine, boat, or trailers.
Specialty on antique beds.
Factory prices. West Ken.
luckyMattress and Furniture
1136- South 3rd - Street,
Paducah, Kentucky. Phone
443-7323.

16. Home Furnishings
SOFA AND chair, green, good
condition. $50.00. Call 753-9339.

NCE
cell,
save.

$S

In
)489

ond used
570.

Ly sound
I 753.93:19
--guitar or

trailer,
f 4 or 6
3

r

reserI Count!,
agenbeat

Ferguson
I New'In-

._
dull and
as they
tre, Rent
ft.00. Big
.Center,

29.

-Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100 South 13th Street
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish di Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM, all
electric, good neighborhood.
Large lot. $70 per month. Call
489-2595.

24. Miscellaneous

36" BASEBOARD electric
----- heater, 120 volt, three. speed
HIDE-A-RED. Will sell cheap.
with fan, like new. Also black
Call 7539630.
vinyl swivel rocker, very good
condition.
Both
very
reasonable. Call 753-8553.
- --111=1
=
11 OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50 per
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
rick delivered. Call 436-2315.
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacutims, $199.15. SEVEN CORDS
of firewood.
Saving on $60. Never priced
21" chain saw. Good condition.
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
Pine fence posts. Call 436-5411.
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
& Service, 500 Maple Street,
THREE MONTH old 16 H. P.
753-0359.
Sears lawn and garden
tractor, three point hitch, 42
19. Farm Equipment
in. mower, 28" 8 H. P. Roto
spader, 10" plow. Also
-- FRONT ENDloader. F.etzuiond' - upholstered chair. Bookcase,
baby stroller, croquet set, five
for a Ford or Massey
Ferguson tractor. Phone 435- ft. child's swimming pool, tow
bar. Call 489-2129.
5505.

20. Sports Equipment
USED WILSON 1200 Tennis
racket for sale. $25. Call
between 1-4 p. m. 753-6965-

26. TV-Radio

GIBSON AMPLIFIER with
reverb, 40 watt, 12 inch
speaker, under warranty.
$200. 753-0703.

1966 FORD, six cylinder,
automatic, 50,000 miles, new
tires, $696 or trade for pickup
of equal value. Call 489-2435.

VACANT NICE clean furnished
modern apartment. $75
monthly. 75.1-8113 or 753-7671.
DUPLEX 2 bedroom, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, 1310
Duguid Drive. Call 753-1262 or
753-7154.
TWO BEDROOM apartrnent,
furnished or unfurnished.
Available now. Located
Embassy Apartments. 7534140 or 753-4331.

ONE BEDROOM furnished
cottage near campus. $100 plus
utilities. Phone 753-0423.
FOUR BEDROOM
house
located four miles from
Murray on Lynn Grove High-

ROBERTS REALTY located on
South 12th at Sycamore has
five licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you plus
twenty years esclusive real
estate experience. Call 7531651 or come by our office. We
like to talk REAL ESTATE.

Storewide Sale
30% 50%
fhq

1.2474)99
DoY PIO,

I

LICENSED ELECTRICIANPrompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.

-MP m

1
111%

BACKHOE WORK,
septic
systems, sand and gravel,
limestone and fill. John T.
Baker and Sons, 220 South 12th
Street, Murray. Phone 7536250.

GUTTERING BY Sears, Sears
seamless gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Larry SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
Lyles at 7532310 for ..free. _753-7370 after 8 p.
• .
-estimate.

WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Call 753-0626.

JERRY'S REFINISHING and UPHOLSTERING, ANY type.
Custom Built Furniture, six Specializing in furniture, cars,
miles south of Murray on and boats. Free estimates
Highway 641. Jerry McCoy, Ron Collie Upholstery Shop,
Owner 502) 492-8837.
Dexter, Ky., Highway 1346.
437-4433.

Jet Stream Way

Carpel Care

Pets Supplies

THREE POODLES, Miniature
type. $35. each. Call 435-4360.

LOT FOR sale in Gatesboro.
call 753_8448.

KEN1ANA SHORES-Now is
the time to select your lake lot
at 1974 prices. We have large
lots for only $895 and king size
PARADISE
KENNELS. lots on TVA contour for $5395.
May
be purchased for $10
Boarding and grooming. Pick
down and 1 per cent per
up and delivery service now
month.
Central water, all
available. Call 753-4106.
weather streets and lake
access. Separate mobile home
TWO CHINESE Pugs for sale
sections. We will be happy to
Or will trade for Dachsunds
show you these lots et your
489-2595.
convenience. Phone 436-2473.

rwo FEMALE full blooded
Poodle puppies, 753.7993.

AKC
FEMALE
German
Shepherd, 11 months old. $45
Call 753-7883 after 5 p. m.
641 PET SHOP. Puppies-Spitz,
Toy Poodles, Irish Setters.
Birds-Parakeets, Cockteals,
Canaries. Siamese Kittens.
Gerbils. Fish and supplies.
753-1862 or 753-4457.

43. Real Estate

UNFURNISHED .TWO
hedroieli duplex • apartment.
' 1601 Ciillege Fan II Road. Call
4924225.
IARGE'UPSTAIRS furnished
apartrurnt Two bedromn
Central heat and air. Couple ii
small family. NO pets. Private
entrance. $110. Call 752-1203 or
7114790.

•frtnich l.Olre

.Home and Office
.Church Discounts
.Free estimate
.Fast Drying

Odds and Ends Sale

46.

IT'S SO SIMPLE TO USE CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
--- ,..
'
lust write your ad, count the words, find the amount in the proper column !or
the number of insertions
you like. then mail the coupon in to us, or phone us if it e more convenient Billing will
be made at the
end of the last insertion and is due and payable on receipt

BEAUTIFUL
in
HOME
Gatesborough offering extra
large lot on dead-end street
takes away the worry of small
children playing. Home is in
better-than-new condition,
charming in every aspect.
Designed with family conveniences. Priced in mid $40's.
Call for details. Moffitt Realty,
304 Main, 753-3597.

Phone 753-3642

January 8, 1975 1 p. m.-4 p. M.
Saddles, typewriter, sofa, lockers,
chairs and
other odds and ends.

"Dust Off" Something You Would
,
like To Sell• • •
Then Call 753-1916

Homes For Sale

Close Out Sale
Stock
1/3 off All
Wallpaper
Hughes Paint Store

Chestnut Street

EXPERIENCED ELECTRICIAN needs work. All
types wiring, also maintenance and repair. All work
guaranteed. Call night or dai
489-2133.

I

C/2
The Store For Men
Shoop..0(vote,

10 FYret
earsEst
Exim
ate
poriesse

Murray State University

ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment. All electric heat
AT COLDWATER - Almost IMMEDIATE,, OCCUPANCY:
and air. Close to university,
011111111111MMUNINININMIliMuminiMiimitiinniiimmuntiminitittimiMMININNIN real race. call 753.4478 or 753Charming new brick home at
new large three bedroom, two
bath, brick veneer house.
901 South 16th Street offering
E
g
two car garage, three
Central electric heat and air,
6199.
F..
$
bedrooms, two baths, den with
double garage. Owner leaving
F.
needed for this area
I NEW TWO bedroom duplex,
fireplace, beautiful carpeting
state.
= 'No selling
=
carpet throughout. Stove and
throughout. Central heat and
Ford Road and Camelot-three
E. 'Port time or full time
E.
refrigerator
furnished.
air. Call MoffikRealty, 304
bedroom Pi bath, brick
'All locations secured
.,.,Available now. 753-8500.
ti
Main, 753-3597 to
veneer, central gas heat,
'Expansion opportunity
central electric air coni 'Minimum investment only 5495 00
ditioning, carport. Only
49. Used Cars & Trucks
li Call Collect 901-885-48785 to 10:00 p m Or .f. EFFICIENCY APARTMENT 829,500.
at 1603 College Farm Road.
Ciearbrook
PRODUCTIO
MIRACLE
NS
PT:
write
i
At
802
Sharp
South
17th
Street
Call 492-8225.
i
Drive, Union City Tri
thiee bedroom, two bath, TRUCK,1967, FORD F-600 with
==
Fretiiiiiintinimenitimmounitimaitinuiliiiiillifintileilliimiluinniummiiiiiiiimumed
new grain bed and hoist.
brick veneer. Central gas
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
Excellent mechanically and in
heat, central electric air
near university. Call 753-7575
appearance. Call 753-3976.
conditioning, carpeting,
or 753-0669.
range, disposal, dishwasher
and exhaust fan. Owners have 1973 MONTE CARLO, dark
Spare Time Income
brown, tan vinyl roof, power
left town. Only $33,900.
MURRAY MANOR - all new,
Refilling and collecting money from NEW TYPE highsteering and brakes, air, 350.
all electric, unfurnished. One We have several desirable
quality coin-operated dispensers in your area. No selling. To ,•
Iwo barrel. Sharp! Call 753lots, some
bedroom apartmentsfrom $99,. commercial
qualify you must have car, references, $800 to $4000 cash.
9168.
waterfront at lake Barkley. on
two bedroom from $115. On
Partial financing available. Three to seven hours weekly car ,
Highway 68. Check with us
Duiguid Road, just off 641
net excellent monthly income. More full time.
today on these premium lots. '1972 GRAND TORINO. Low
North. 753-8668.
For personal interview write MULTLVEND INC., NFL D., 548
Telephone
Boyd-Majors Real mileage is guaranteed. Power
Lincoln Ave., Pittsborgh, Ps. 15702 or call Collect 412-931-4993.
Estate, 105 North 12th st. 753- steering, power brakes, air.
THREE ROOM furnished
When writ* plows Weds your plbsee number.
fRai.taig.911-,94114345914 4kr
new 4.M.CeiNk9_04. Vrie.ere.
5p. m.

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

'Machine Laid

ELECTROLUX SALES &
Service. Write C. M. Sanders,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-3822468, Farmington.

51 Services Offered

'Driveways
Pif
*Parking Areas

ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
Ciii 492.2127
shop i old ice plant). Complete DOES YOUR home need repair,
remodeling and repairs,
remodeling, additions,
Carpet Master
cabinets, paneling, doors, roofing? Call 436-2516.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at
formica work, finish carSpaaiLBealTy are waiting
OCiTrietiiii. Phone
to talk to you regarding your- Taff
753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
TWO BEDROOM, wired for, Real Estate needs. Our time is
_
your time. Give us a call or
washer and dryer, gas heat,
PAINTER
drop by the office at 901 EXPERIENCED
prefer middle aged couple. No
will do interior or exterior
'Sycamore Street, 7537724,
pets. 753-3408.
work by the hour or job. 4354480.
at West end new General
44.
Lots
For
Sale
Services Bldg.,
38.

For Rent

NEAR KENTUCKY Lake, one
54 x 10 custom built trailer
with large lot, 100 x 600 ft.
$4200. Terms if needed. Call
436-2427.

TWO
BEDROOM
duplex DO YOU need a good two
apartment. Call 753-7850.
- bedroom house reasonably
priced? If se_j_his convenient
house located on US 641 at
33. Rooms For Rent
South Hazel, Tenn. is the one.
Can be bought with a low down
REASONABLE
ROOMS
payment and owner financing.
sharing large country home,
ilohn C. Neubauer, Realtor?,
_seven miles out. Connie 753-30 Main St
4142 or 495-2510.-(502) 753-0101 or 753-7531.

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coachman, Trail Star, Fold down,
'unique, Good used trailers, le
mile east of 68 and 641 intersection. Draffinville, Ky.
Phone 527-7807.

A ""dsmai
B Asphaltrd"

CARPENTRY
WORK.
Remodeling, room additions,
any type of home improvements. Free estimates.
436-5840.
BUSHHOGGING, PLOWING,
landscaping, gravel hauling.
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 4362540.

50. Campers

32. Apartments For Rent 43. Real Estate

GRAVEL
HAULING,
driveways, storage sheds, WILL DO babysitting in my
home. Phone 753-7316.
small cabins, concrete work,
general contracting. Call 4365330.

FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
only. Small Parks, Superior
accomodations,_._ exclusive
residential area. South 16th
Street. Phone 753-3855.

Nice new efficiency apartmentfor college girls
Phone 753-Sill or 753-51111
after 1:00 so Suallay.

27. Mobile Home Sales

CERAMIC TILE bath, quarry, .110RN wrcHENs•
plumbing
marble tops, mirrors. Shower
and Electric Repair service.
enclosures. Years of---os,---- No
jobs too small. 436-5642
perience.
753-8500.,
before 8 a.m. or after 5 p.m.
_

34. Houses For Rent

32. Apartments For Rent

1973 CB RADIO-Johnson 250
Messenger, desk mike, antenna, 110 ft. coax. 489-2597.

1973 GRAND PRIX. White with
burgandy inside, factory tape
player, sun roof, all extras,
excellent condition. Phone 7539630.

51 Services Offered

NEW TWO bedroom Mobile
home, carpet, all electric.
Water furnished, $50.00
deposit. $125.00 per month.
Phone 753-2377 or 753-8921.

THREE SISTERS need rental
home near Murray State right
away. Call collect after 7 p.ir
502-451-5726.

ZENITH 23" screen black and
white television, used, console
model- with stand, reasonably
priced. 767-4055.

PIANO TUNING: repair and
rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Dyer 753-8911.

10 x 52 TWO BEDROOM. Large
private lot. $65.00 per month.
.

31. Want To Rent

Ai H. P. SHALLOW Well jet FROM WALL to wall, no soil at
all, on carpets cleaned with
pump. Single stage. New. Cali
753-0444.
Blue Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer, $1.00. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing Well
TREATED FENCE posts. Also
Gift Shop."
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
OAK FIREWOOD. $12.50
Poplar Bluff Treating Co., delivered.
Call 753-6594 or 753Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555 9328.
or 314-785-0700.
FIREWOOD FOR sale. We
deliver. $12.00 per rick Call
753-0555.

TWO AND THREE bedroom
trailers. $60 and $75. Electric
heat. Water furnished. 753-2586
after 5 p. in.

51. Services Offered

1966 VOLKSWAGEN.$495. Fast
back, good condition. Phone
753-2636.

10 x 50 TWO bedroom mobile
home, 15 miles southeast of
Murray near Cypress Creek
Call 436-508.

.••••41.1NP~~•••••••dMihNI.AINNNIM440

9 Used Cars & Trucks

1964 CHEVROLET two door
hardtop, all power and air.
Call 753-7143.

THREE RECENT model
mobile homes, all electric, 12
wides. One 3 bedroom and two
2 bedrooms. Call 767-4055.

GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
couch, 2 months old 753-3293.

FULL SIZE ping pong table
with play back. Also boy's 26"
bicycle. Both in good con
dition. Call 753-5100.

••#•••••~~.4.•••••••#•••••••••••••••

Another View

Mobile Home Rentals

ON WATERFRONT lot, 60 x 12
trailer. $50 per month. Call
436-2427.

22. Musical

A

Inspection
Avoid Costly
Rome Repairs

FORMBVS FURNITURE
refinishing products. Easy to
use. Murray Lumber Company.

ROUSE FULL of furniture.
PhOne 753-8150

•••
•
•
••••••••~1.10•441~~~

1973 12 x 65 IMPERIAL Manor,
two bedroom with den. Central
all. Set up en choice lot. Ready
to move in. Assume mortgage.
$90 monthly. Phone 753-957:1
after 6 p.

Termite
111111111111191

******#••••#••••4411.••••••

27 Mobile Home Sales

Free

wont. ;

aetap,--4tiirwmir
OMANINP

•
•
•••••••,•~1ht
•
•#.•••••••••••••••••••441.•#

15. Articles For Sale
the only
INE 753-

#4.0NNIAM44440
•
•~••••••41.1~0~1~•~IPNit*Nilf••••••••M

TRANSIENT LINE AD CHARGE
oars
DAYS
DAYS
4
5
6

LINES WOOS

DAYS
1

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

1.10 . 2.00 2.50 , 2.93
1.48
2.63 3.28
1,11
115
3.10 3.94
441
2.25
3.95 4.65
563
2.40
4.55 535
6.53
2.60
SAS 6.55
7.85
2.59- 5.75 6.75
11.15
3.15
6.15 7,)0
8.75
3.10
6.45 7.60
9.35
3.70
7.10 Ltill
10.06
3.111
7.41 8.93 10.98
4.25
0.25 9.40 1115

en 14
1518
15-22
23-26
27-31
32:36
37-40
41-45
46-49
50-54
55.51
5943

DAYS DAYS
2
3

'3.44
4.52
5.44
--159
7.49
9.13
9.53
10.18
11.80
1212
13.01
1323

3.81
5.11
6.18
7.53
8.43
11.39
1019
11.59
12.71
13.96
15.02
16.09

RATES FOR LONGER RUNS ON

!

oars
7

oars
0

oars
9

oars
10

4.30
AM
5.66
6.23
1.50
7.60
8.45
9.35
9.35 1026
12,17 13.39
12.23 1335
12.98 14.35
14.4$ 1625
1548 1718
17.00 18.96
11.28 72.45

5.011
6.76
8.21
16.24
11.15
KB
1415
15.70
1710
19.66
21130
22,60

5.44
7.27
194
11.12
12.112
15.77
16.13
17.83
19.43
21.52
22.82
24.73

REQUEST

To Nibs,okoplify Owlg as ail lo M. dorm,ledger eines, 1.1 Iwo priortvl ite hawing hone vas nun
we me
dip tbe mops.,ad ww.It for ivivre vs.. H.,coo he of ossislooko, fool fro* to cell .i.0 751-101i.

NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE
- AD COPY
1

2

8

9

kir- 11141"'''

INSERT WORD IN EACH BLOCK
3
4
5
10

- ?Ii-""- --- IT----"

22

23

29

30

'

24

-

-

6

11

12

ii

' -1,-----

25

.26

32

-33 -

'el

14

13
-

_, ......1
21

.
27

' 21-..
4

- '14 '

-

_

1 NUMBER OF INSERTIONS
I AMOUNT DUE

.

_,
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Cunningham
Dies At Age 97;
Funeral Wednesday

John Dean Morgan,
Infant Son, Dies

Evening Courses Scheduled
By Marketing And Business

Football Banquet
For Murray High
To Be On Monday

Americans Bought 23 Per Cent
Fewer Cars In 1974 Than 1973

Seven evening courses — four Business Building.
The Murray High School
on the campus and three offGeneral
Thursdays
—
December sales of 429,198,
DETROIT AP ) — Amerisecutive month in which sales
campus — are scheduled during Business 248, Substantive football banquet, sponsored by
the Murray-Calloway County cans bought 23 per cent fewer
have dropped below year-ear- down from 573,730 in December
Word has been received of the the spring semester as offerings Criminal Law, to be
taught by Jaycees, will be held
lier levels. The auto companies 1973, were the lowest for that
Monday, cars in 1974 than in 1973 as the
death of John Dean Morgan, one of the Department of Marketing
Dr. James Overby in Room 402 January 13, at 6:30
Mrs. Donie Cunningham, age
have responded with massive month in 15 years, with the exp.m. at the nation's troubled auto industry
Business at of the Business Building.
day
old
son
and
of
Mr.
General
and
Mrs.
97, died Monday at 10:05 p. m. at
ception of 1970.
Waterfield Student Union recorded its second worst perproduction cutbacks.
Robert Dale Morgan of Murray State University.
the Murray-Calloway County
Including imports, 1974 sales
Some 280,000 workers — 40
Murray
State formance in 11 years.
Off-campus evening courses Building,
Rochester, Mich.
meeting
classes
lineup
of
The
Hospital. She was the wife of
December sales reported
per cent of the industry's hour- were 8,856,448, off 23 per cent
include Marketing 561, Physical University.
campus
The
infant
the
9
from
p.
m.
born
6
on
to
was
Hugh Hine) Cunningham who
Tickets at four dollars per Monday fell 25 per cent from
ly workforce of 678,000 — face from 1973's record of 11,935,989
Distribution Management
December 25 in Avon Township, follows:
died September 27, 1944.
Transportation), taught by Dr. person will be on sale from the same month a year pre- layoffs this month as the com- and far short of the 10 millionMich., and died one day later in
—General Business
Tuesdays
The deceased was a member
panies close plants to reduce 10.5 million new car sales that
the Williani Beaumont Hospital 653, Advanced Operations John Devine in Owensboro at 6 today through Friday, January vious and cast doubt on prosof the Spring Creek Baptist
pects for recovery in 1975.
growing inventories of unsold ,industry leaders had forecast a
in Royal Oak, Mich.
Research, to be taught by p. m. on Mondays; Marketing 10, at the local banks.
Church. Born August 11, 1877, in
year ago,
The latest decline was further
Bill Hine, assistant football
new cars.
Funeral services were held at Eugene Hun in Room 302 of the 667, Marketing Policy and
Calloway County, she was the
General Motors Vice PresiDomestic sales by the four
Murray State bad news for the auto comnoon on Monday, December 30, Business Building. Required for Management, an M. B. A. coach at
daughter of the late D. T. Jones
Mack Worden predicted an
at the Price Funeral Home, the Master of Business Ad- requirement for graduate University, will be the guest panies, wallowing in their long- major U.S. companies in 1974 dent
and Betty Huie Jones.
upswing in sales this year "if
Troy, Mich., with burial in the ministration degree, the course students only, taught by Dr. Bill speaker. Awards will be est slump since World War II. were 7,448,921, compared with a
Mrs. Cunningham
was
And it was disheartening word
record 9.7 million in 1973. It consumer uncertainties can be
White Chapel Cemetery there. is open only to graduate Seale in Paducah at 6 p. m. on presented at the banquet.
preceded in death by one
for thousands of auto workers was the lowest total for the in- significantly reduced...."
Survivors are his parents, Mr. students with the necessary Tuesdays; and Marketing 360,
daughter, Mrs. Mary C. Adams,
Ford Motor Co. Chairman
who face continued and per- dustry since 1963, with the exPrinciples of Marketing, to be
and Mrs. Morgan, and one background in statistics.
on May 15. 1952. She made her
haps more sweeping layoffs if ception of 1970, when a nation- Henry Ford II, however, has
brother, Roger Dale Morgan, of
General taught by Bill Solomon at Ft.
Wednesdays
—
home with her son, Morgan
sales continue to decline.
wide strike against GM held forecast a weaker sales year in
Rochester, Mich.; grand- Business 140, Introduction to Campbell at 530 p. m. on
(Caatireed trews Page 1)
Cunningham, and his wife:
1975. He warned that the inDecember was the 15th con- sales to 7.15 million.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Business, to be taught by Roger Thursdays.
Survivors are her son,
dustry, already mired in a
Schoenfeldt in Room 402 of the
of
D.
Royal
Mich.,
Morgan
Oak,
saying:
"So
far,
nobody
has
Morgan Cunningham, and his
Registration for on-campus
deepening recession, is headed
Business Building to introduce
proved he f Friend) has benefitwife, Murray Route Two; two and Mr. and- Mrs. William J.
evening and Saturday classes is
for a depression unless stronger
Paipvarinta of Troy, Mich.; the student to the different
ted
from
the
legislation."
granddaughters, Mrs. Bobby
scheduled from 8 a. m. to noon
measures
are
economic
functional areas of business
"He made $2 million (from
Betty Mitchell of Almo Route great grandparents, Mr. and
on Saturday Jan. 11, in the
adopted in Washington.
administration; and General
Morgan
Mrs.
David
of
black
Y.
lung
cases)
before
the
One and Mrs. Ann Jackson of
Waterfield Student Union
Other auto spokesmen pre
Business 240, Business Law, to
bill was passed,- Gibson said.
Murray; four grandsons, Danny Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Buildinit
dieted that the sales slump be taught by Dr. Donald A.
"No one has shown he made
Cunningham of Murray Route Partin of Belleville, Mich.
pired...Mr. Pryor shall also triggered first by energy shortJones in Room 302 of the
more under it."
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
Two, John Wayne Adams of
serve as chairman of the ages, then inflation, higher new
For the first six months of
Former
state
finance
commisFordsville, Dan Adams and
car prices and nationwide re1974, Friend received $149,400 sioner Charles Pryor Jr. says board."
Phillip Adams, both of Murray;
1,
11 4
The immediate past chair- cession — may have bottomed
in black lung fees. The new law
he hasn't decided whether to
eleven great grandchildren;
out.
went into effect June 21, 1974.
challenge Gov. Julian Carroll's man of the board, Jess B.
two great great grandchildren.
But they added that nes;
Prices of stocks of local inBoard attorney Paul Tvvehues order voiding his appointment Thomas, had submitted a resigFuneral services will be held
rounds of plant closings and
terest at noon today furnished to said other state ethics bodiet as chairman of the state Tax nation effective Dec. 31.
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
Carroll said Pryor "WO aPt— layoffs could be expected if
the Ledger & Times by I. M. have found problems with the Appeals lgoard.
Spring, Creek Baptist
"There isn't an immediate turfi-Simon Co. are as follows:
press which "wants some acIn voidilig the appointment, pcnnted as chairman...on the
with Rev. Glen Armstrong and
WASHINGTON AP) — The and 60-second tape recordings
tteound in the market.
tion." He said-eome feel they Carroll said Monday that Me--.23rd, and the position of eheir.Rev. Stanley Letterman or- --Presidential Clemency Board, explaining the -cleineney- pro-- /Urco
New car prices have gone up
10'4 j
"Il
have been rushed into doing chairmanship was not vacant man was not vacated until the
ficiating.
reporting that only 900 of the gram and reminding of the Amer. Motors
an average $1,000 since Decemunc things they did not want to do when the Sturgis banker
was 31st, so therefore I just merely ber 1973, with the auto makers
Grandsons will serve as 100,000 eligible men have ap- deadline. The tapes were made Ashland Oil
17% unc "to appease the press."
appointed to it on Dec. 23 by voided the appointment."
pallbearers and burial will be in plied for clemency, is asking by two board members, retired A. T. &T.
46% unc
The governor said he will blaming inflation, but they
outgoing Gov. Wendell Ford.
the church cemetery.
television
Walt
the nation's radio and
Marine Gen. Lewis, W.
have refused to cut prices in
Boise Cascade_ r
11,
PACERS CLUB
4
-Ford's order said Pryor was now make two appointments to
In charge of arrangements is stations to broadcast reminders and the Rev. Theodore M. Hes- Fairchild Camera
the face. of declining sales.
The Pacers Homemakers appointed
19%
"to - the. Kentucky ttlttkee..membet board,
the Blalock-Coleman Furteral that Jan. 31 is the deadline for burgh. Radio tapes irr Spanish- Ford
They say the problem is a lack
Club will meet at the home of Board
347.
of Tax Appeals replacing the chairmanship and Minish's
Home where friends may call the program.
by another board member, Gen. Motors
of consumer confidence in the
Mrs. Lola Burn on Wednesday, Mr. Alfred
35 -18
W. Manish, Carroll- position.
until the funeral hour.
Board Chairman Charles E. Aida Casanas O'Connor, are Gen. Tire
economy, not resistance to high
11% -4 January 8, at 9:30 a.m. with the ton, whose term
"I
have
some
other
individhas exGoodell said the main reason so being sent to Spanish-speaking Goodrich
14% unc lesson to be on "Bargello."
uals I'm going to appoint," price tags.
many convicted draft evaders stations.
Gulf Oil
18% uric
Carroll said.
and deserters are not applying
Pennwalt
18% 4-1,2
Pryor said he believes "there
"It would be an additional
is because many don't know
Quaker Oats
14% -48
was a vacancy" at the time he
service if your station anMrs. EdiSzabeth Johnson they are eligible.
Tappan
4% +IN
was appointed, but said he
nouncer could do a countdown
gilinski, sister of Mrs. Maurine
Goodell told a news conferWestern Union
10%
didn't know what action he
Hargrove of Murray, died
— i.e., only 14 more days left to
ence Monday that the board is
Zenith
12% unc
might take. "I haven't given it
Sunday following an extended
apply ... Time is running out,"
mailing out to all radio .and
Hardin-Berkley Lodge No. 567
a great deal of thought," he
illness. She was a resident of television stations 30-second Goodell wrote the statiop manPrices of stock of loCal inFree and Accepted Masons will
Comments on proposed tobacco and 161 cigar binder said.
Roseville, Mich.
agers in asking them to air the terest at. soon, EDT, today,
meet Thursday, January 9, at
tapes frequently._as a free pub- furnished totheLedgerli Times determinations relating to the _LTYPea.51 & 52) tobacco for the
Survivors are her husband,seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
amount of the national 1975-76 marketing year shall be
Walter Bilinski of Roseville,
lic service.
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Work will be in the E.. A.
marketing quota for the
determined and announced no
Mich.; four children; four
Degree and all members are
Goodell said he does not ex- Mw-ray, are as follows:
crop of (1) fire-cured (Type 21) later than February 1, 1975.
grandchildren; three sisters,
urged to attend and visiting
pect President Ford to extend
tobacco, ( 2) fire-cured (Types
(Ceethmed from Page II
Details with r respect to the
Mrs. Hargrove of Murray, Mrs.
Kimberly Clark
25% -`i 22 & 23) tobacco ( 3) dark airthe Jan. 31 deadline, but he
determinations to be made and tic and imported oil by $3 a members are welcome, acVirginia.Wilkins and Miss Nell Federal State Market News
Union Carbide
41%
cording to I. W. Barnett, master
conceded that a good response
cured Types 35 8t 36), (4) the legislative provisions
Johnson, both of Paducah; two Service January 8, 1975
barrel, which might lead to a of the lodge.
W.R.Grace
23% -Pe Virginia sun-cured (Type 37)
to the broadcast campaign
,governing the determinations gasoline price hike of about 7
brothers, Barkley Johnson of Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
5
Texaco
23% +% tobacco, 1 5) cigar filler and are
could be an argument for exscheduled for publication in cents per gallon at the pump.
Paducah and John Roger Market Report Includes 9
Gen. Elec.
Advertisement
33%
% binder (Types 51 & 52) tobacco the
tending it.
Federal Register DecemJohnson of Nashville, Term.
Buying Stations
According
government
GAF corp.
to
8% -La were called for today by the U. ber.
Goodell made public the
Funeral services will be held Receipts: Act. 806 Est. 800
sources,
the
massive
Camp.Soup
additional
2978 unc S. Department of Agriculture.
Prior to making the deter- tax and tariff revenues generWednesday at the Warren Barrows & Gilts steady to fully names, but not the hometowns, Geo. Pac.
29%
The Agricultural Adjustment minations, consideration will be
Woods Baptist Church in .25 higher Sows steady to $2 of 47 men granted pardons or
ated by the imposed oil price
Pfizer
314i -11
/
2
Act
that
provides
of
the
1938
given to any written comments increase would somehow
Roseville, Mich.
lower with full decline on conditional amnesty by Ford
Jim Walters
be re24-% amount of the national
last week, the second group
received by the Director, turned to the public, perhaps
The family requests that weights over 500
Kirsch
12's +us marketing quota for (1) fireTobacco and Peanut Divisions, through income tax cuts.
expressions of sympathy take US 1-2 200-230 lbs. $39.00-39.50 acted on. The terms of alterHol. Inn
5'8 -% cured (Types 21) tobacco, (2)
Agricultural Stabilization and
the form of contributions to the US 1-3 190-240 lbs. 938.75-39.00 nate service ranged from three
In other economic developDisney
73%
_-%
fire-cured
(Types
&
23)
22
Conservation Service, U. S. ments Monday:
American Cancer Society.
US 3-4 240-260 lbs. 5311.25-38.75 months to one year.
—President
Franklin Mint
1414
tobacco
Dark
(3)
air-cured
Department of Agriculture, Ford's public rating on keeping Chicago, Ill.—A free offer of speUS 3-4 260-280 lbs. 637,75-3825
Goodell said the President so
35
(Types
&
36)
tobacco
1
4)
Washington, D. C. 20250, S not the economy healthy is now 86- cial interest to those who hear but
Sows
tar has followed all the board's
do not understand words has been
Virginia sun-cured I Type 37) later than January 14, 1975'.
US 1-2 276-350 lbs. $32.50-33.00 recommendations, including re11 per cent negative, a new low
tobacco, (5) cigar filler and
All written submissions will for a chief executive in modern announced by Beltone. A nonUS 1-3 350-450 lbs. 83150-32.50 jection of "less than five" apoperating
model of the smallest
Final rites for Miss Irene
binder (Types 42-44 & 53-55) be made available for public
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. $32.50-33.50 plications.
times, the Harris Poll reported. Beltone aid ever made will be
Thomas of 208 East Poplar
inspection
at the Office of the
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 831.00-31.50
—The U.S. automobile in- given absolutely free to anyone
Street, Murray, were held
Goodell rejected a suggestion
Director,
Room
6741, dustry reported that Americans requesting it.
Boars 22.00-25.00
Monday at two p.m. at the
that the program is "a bust."
Send for this non-operating
Agriculture
Department's bought 23 per cent fewer cars
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
model now. Wear it in the privacy
He said the low signup rate
South Building, during regular last year than in
—
The
Army
1973.
Corps
The
of
Engiof your own home to see how tiny
Funeral Home with Bro. John
was the result of eligible perFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — business hours,8:15 a.m. to 4:45 sales volume was the second hearing help can be. It's yours to
neers has awarded a $15.4 milDale officiating.
sons not getting the word,
p.m.
The
state
Health
keep,
Services
free. The actual aid weighs
lion
contract
worst
Buperformance
that
will
in
11
years.
increase
Pallbearers were Creston
"mistrust" of the government,
reau says the 4,860 cases of flu
by about 30 per cent the family
—Statistics released by the less than a third of an ounce, and
Bucy, Willard Ails, James
confusion and "an obsession"
all
at ear level, in one unit. No
it's
LAKE DATA
reported in Kentucky so far
housing for non-commissioned
Federal State Market News with
Federal Reserve Board showed
Thurmond, Jim
Walston,
the draft evaders and
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. in. 359.5, that consumers cut back on wires lead from body to head.
this month do not represent a
officers at Fort Campbell.
Harvey Elder, and John Service
These models are free, so we
deserters in Canada.
down 0.1. Below dam 321.0, up their indebtedness by a record
"huge outbreak" of the illness.
Hoover. Burial was in the Saturday January 4, Murray,
suggest you write for yours now.
The contract was let to EcosDr. C. Hernandez, Preventive 0 2.
Ky.
November,
$402
in
million
reAgain,
we repeat, there is no cost,
Murray City Cemetery.
cience-Ft. Campbell Associates
Barkley lake, 7 a. fn. 354.6, flecting a drastic drop in bor- and certainly no obligation. ThouServices Division director, said
Miss Thomas, age 78, died Murray Livestock Market.
of Van Nuys, Calif. The comdown
0.1.
Below
dam 325.0, up rowing for new cars and per- sands have already been mailed,
Saturday at 6:55 a.m, at the livestock weighed on arrival
pany will design and build 630 Monday the cases are fairly
0,3.
sonal loans. The figures gave 80 write today to Dept. 2866
Westview Nursing Home. She Compared to Last Week: All
two-story housing units in 315 well distribated around the
Beltone Electronics, 4201 W. VicSunset
4:55,
sunrise 7:11.
state and that the number is
further evidence of low con- toria Street, Chicago,
was a member of the Seventh represented classes steady.
separate buildings.
Ill. 60646.
Moon sets 1:22 p. m., rises sumer confidence in the econonot out of line for this time of
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
and Poplar Church of Christ. Slaughter Cows: Utility 16.00The corps says the new hous- year.
Tuesday 3:52 a. in.
Advertisement
my's health.
Survivors are four sisters, 17.75, Cutter 13.00-16.00, Canner the World will meet Thursday,
Dr. Hernandez said 7,800
January 9, at seven p. m. at the ing will fill.,a need for more
Mrs. Ada Morris Simmons of 10.00-13.00.
non-commissioned
officers' *ere reported during the month
Forest, Ill., Mrs. Fleta Utley Feeder Steers: Choice 300400 WOW Hall.
housing
that
arose
when Fort of January last year.
A business session will be held
and Mrs. Eddie Mae Heflin of lbs. 20.00-24.00, Good 300400 lbs.
He said the state is running
followed by refreshments being Campbell became the home of
Mayfield, and Mrs. Winifred 17.00-21.00.
.the
101st
Airborne
Feeder
Division in tests to try to identify the type
Heifers: Choice 300-60( served All members are urge
Thomas Parrott of Paducah,
1972.
lbs.
of
flu now being experienced.
19.00-22.75,
Good 300-600 lbs to attend, a camp spokesman
and several nieces and
15.00-19.00.
said.
nephews.

Ethics. .

Pryor Hasn't Decided Whether
To Challenge Carroll's Order

January 31 Is Deadline
For Clemency Program

STOCK MARKET*

Sister Of Local
Woman Dies Sunday

Hardin-Berley
Lodge To Meet

Comments Sought By USDA On
Dark And Cigar Tobacco Program

-Piireitail Area
Hog Market

tint

Ford. . .

You're Never
Too Old
To Hear Better

Final Rites Held
For Miss Thomas

Campbell Housing
Will Be Increased

Federal State
Market Report

4,860 Flu Cases
Reported In State

Woodmen Of World
Camp Plans Meet

1

State's New Leasing Policy
Should Be Completed This Week

Coupon

Good Thur.
. & Fri., Jan 9th & 10th

Buy 1 Get 1
FREEI•Two Juicy All Beef Patties
•Slice Of Quality American Cheese
•Burger Queen Special Tartar Saw e
•Layer Of Crisp Lettuce
•Served On Individually Toasted '(ripple
Decker gun

Murray Store Only

4

Coupon

Limit 1 er Customer

FRANKFORT,.Ky. )AP)
Gov. Julian Carroll's chief executive officer in charge of
state government transition
says specifics of a new statewide leasing policy should be
completed this week.
Terry Mcgrayeraaid'Monday.
that negotiation of. leases will
be part of the state's new leas- •ing policy.
The state's systeth of negotiating office space leases without public notice was ended last
summer when Wendell Ford,

_ McBrayer said the new leasing recommendations are the
work of a five man committee
appointed to study problems
raised by the bidding procedure.
Gov. Carr011, whose 90-day
freeze on state construction has
stalled all current state leasing,
said Monday he didn't know
whether he would aiiprove a
leasing proposal involving negotiated contractS.
The current leasing policy is
"confusing," the governor said.
saidwohetever:pollET
bids be taken on all prop, ,
adopted will "reflect my conand office space to be leased !.. sidered opinion
as governor and
the state.
,
not the opinion', of Course, of
But Mcfirayer and Finance . someone else' in the adrninisCornintssionee William Seesit tration."
said the state lost money.a
PRODUCTIVE
• the bidding system was in
REACTORS
atinn.-sometimes recettftrRH
While today's nuclear retieone high bid when seeitio:.
tors use leas than 3 per cent of
uraniwn's potential energy,
space in a small community
breeder reactors will be able
and sometimes receivi.
to utilize about 60 per cent, ex- ,
seeniingly rigged bids of eo.
tending the supply of uranium
amounts, apparently from t
fuel from decades to centusame landlord,
ries

In Keeping With
The President's
Plea To Conserve As

Much Energy As Possible

(Lau teibevi
4.

Wi;; Pluve‘Nevi- Store
Hours Effective Jan. 7
Mon. thru Fri. 10-7
SM. 10-8
Sun. 1-5

